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SUMMARY
T he ob ject of this work has been to gain an understanding of sand behaviour 
when subjected to a change of stress.
The testing p rocedure involved developm ent of a pluviation m ethod of sample preparation 
and a saturation m ethod using the initial vacuum technique.
Experim ental testing has been carried out in a Bishop and Wesley triaxial cell.
The tests involved conventional drained triaxial tests and stress probes around an 
anisotropic stress state on saturated Lochaline sand.
A group of shear box tests were used merely to com pare the angles of frictions that have
been obtained both  in the triaxial tests and shear box tests and also to test the available
stress dilatancy relationships e.g  Taylor (1948).
The first type o f tests was used to derive some of the ingredients of increm ental plasticity 
theory (flow rules e tc ..)  and elastic param eters.
The second type of tests was used to see the relationship between different constant stress 
increm ent ratios and  strain increm ent ratios, in o ther words the study of the dependency
of the strain increm ent ratio on stress path. The effect of stress state on strain increm ent
ratio was also studied.
A m odel has been  developed based on the concept of double hardening which uses two
m echanisms of yielding, a shear yielding and a volumetric yielding.
This model uses a new  flow rule for shear yielding that is able to take into account the
stress level and initial density dependency of the resulting stress strain relationships.
This m odel gives very good predictions and simulates most of the features observed in the 
triaxial com pression. It is also able to determ ine the increm ental response and the yielding 
properties of sand when subjected to probings in different directions.
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C H A PTER  I 
IN TR O D U C TIO N
T he various models proposed to predict the stress— strain behaviour of soils are 
based on a wide range of concepts.
No m athem atical model can com pletely describe the com plex behaviour of real soils. 
Each soil model aims to predict certain phenom ena, describe the essential features 
and ignore or disregard what is considered to be less im portant. Thus these models 
or constitutive relations for soils become very limited when confronted with situations 
when the features that have been disregraded becom e dom inant.
Obviously a num ber of tests need to be perform ed in order to identify the 
param eters of a given soil in a set of constitutive equations. H ence an integration of 
tests and theoretical studies of constitutive relations is required.
The physical properties and m echanical behaviour of soils are far from  being well 
understood.
Experim ents should be conducted so that realistic sim ulation of in situ conditions is 
achieved.
New testing techniques and equipm ent need to be developed accounting for a more 
uniform  distribution of stress and strain throughout the sam ple.
In o rder to define com pletely the stress state for an  elem ent of any continuous 
m aterial, six independent com ponents of stress need to be specified. In o ther words
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six degrees of freedom wouid be desirable in testing equipment. However most 
laboratory test apparatus have two or at best three degrees of freedom, we can cite 
among these testing apparatus:
— C onventional triaxial apparatus: two degrees of freedom
— Simple shear apparatus : two degrees of freedom
— D irectional shear cell : three degrees of freedom
— Hollow cylinder : four degrees of freedom
— True triaxial : three degrees of freedom
During the recent past, several types of sophisticated equipm ent have been developed
with accom panying testing techniques to study the behaviour of soils. This has been
mainly due to the following reasons:
— The increasing dem and for a large variety of inform ation and param eters which can 
be used to describe the behaviour of a given soil in a set of constitutive equations.
— Realistic experim ental simulation of in situ conditions and better understanding of
soil behaviour require developm ent of new testing techniques and equipm ent that has
capabilities exceeding those of conventional apparatus.
— The explosion in the num ber of electronic tools aimed at better measurem ents, 
better read ing  and better processing of data obtained during laboratory testing.
M oreover identification of phenom ena such as anisotropy in granular soil and the
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separation  of the effects of anisotopy from other features that contribute to the 
behaviour of the soil, require the use of experim ental devices that are capable of 
producing rotation of principal axes with respect to reference axes of the m aterial. In 
the past, it was not possible to achieve such tasks wath conventional apparatus e.g 
triaxial apparatus.
We can divide these new testing apparatus into two groups:
— those which produce rotation of principal axes such as simple shear apparatus; 
hollow cylinder apparatus and directional shear apparatus
— those which have fixed principal axes and can produce only a jum p rotation of 90 
degrees such as hollow cylinder (when no torque is applied to the sample, but 
d ifferen t inside and outside pressures); and multiaxial cubical apparatus.
However in this present research work, experim ents were conducted in the triaxial 
apparatus using a versatile equipm ent ( Bishop and Wesley cell ) which permits one 
to follow a wide range of stress paths in com pression and extension. T he tests were 
exclusively limited to the case of com pression. Stress probes at two different initial 
states were carried out in order to investigate the local response of Lochaline sand to 
stress changes and com pare it with the prediction of plasticity theory. A model has 
been developed within the framework of increm ental plasticity using two sets of yield 
surfaces. T he critical state conditions have also been incorporated  in the constitutive 
equations. T he model has been shown to give a good agreem ent with the 
experim ental observations. A group of shear box tests have also been conducted in 
order to com pare the strength of this saturated Lochaline sand obtained using the 
shear box and  triaxial apparatuses.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF PLASTICITY THEORY 
AND ITS APPLICATION FOR SOIL
2 - 1  INTRODUCTION
T heoretical modelling for soils is over two centuries old, starting probably from 
the analyses of failure mechanisms of soil masses. In these analyses, the soil was 
idealised as a rigid — perfectly plastic solid, and simple calculations led to an 
estim ation of the ultimate loads that would cause collapse without any attem pt to 
predict the m agnitude of deform ation of the soil before failure. These analyses used 
perfect plastic models in which the yield locus is fixed in stress space and is 
therefore identical to the failure locus.
Whilst useful for applications to stability problem s (slope stability, retaining wall, 
bearing capacity  of footings, etc), perfect plasticity is not suitable for the study of 
stress strain relations at working loads and before failure is reached. O ne deficiency 
of this perfect plasticity model when used to predict the deform ations of soils arises 
because for granular materials the M ohr— Coulom b failure criterion was trea ted  as
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both yield envelope and plastic potential and the norm ality condition then implies an 
unacceptably large rate of dilation at failure, with the angle of dilation being equal
to the angle of internal friction. It is clear from experim ental observation that soils 
are not rigid before failure.
T he limitations of perfect plasticity theory led D rucker, Gibson and Henkel (1957) to 
make a m ajor advance in the application of the theory of plasticity to soil by
introducing the concept of work hardening theory of plasticity. The idea put forward
by these workers was that the isotropic com pression curve is a work hardening stress 
strain relationship, and can be associated with successive yield envelopes. The model
proposed by these research workers was incom plete and did not achieve a full 
synthesis of soil behaviour.
However, the introduction of the concept of work hardening plasticity, led the 
Cam bridge soil mechanics group led by Roscoe to add an additional feature to this
concept, the idea of critical states proposed by Roscoe e t al (1958).
This has led to the developm ent of the Cam — clay model (Schofield and Wroth
(1968)) which instead of being based on the M ohr — Coulomb failure criterion, uses 
a basic energy equation which specifies how any externally applied energy is divided 
between that part stored and that dissipated. This Cam — clay model provides a way 
of fitting the pre — failure behaviour of soil. An extensive num ber of models has
been suggested since the publication of this m odel, each trying to m atch a new
aspect of soil behaviour. The Cam— Clay model although not particularly suited for 
sand does provide understanding of soil behaviour and m any models have used similar 
principles and may predict the existence of critical states and make statem ents about 
dissipation of energy which are then artificially linked to the work hardening theory 
of plasticity.
The Cam — clay model is unsatisfactory in its description of the m echanical behaviour 
of sand because:
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— (a)— sands show yielding controlled primarily by stress ratio so that the Cam —day 
yield locus is not a correct shape.
— (b )— sand does not seem to follow the principle of norm ality of plastic strain
increm ent to yield loci.
(c)— H ardening effects in sand seem to be mainly linked with distortional strains.
In this thesis a model for the behaviour of sand in triaxial com pression is developed 
which overcom es these disadvantages and matches m any of the observed features of 
sand response.
U nfortunately, models developed for sand which are expressed entirely in terms of 
isotropic hardening plasticity theory do not fit unloading behaviour of sand. Soil 
shows hysteretic and non linear behaviour below the yield locus. Plasticity models
may be expanded and modified to accom m odate m any aspects of soil behaviour. 
Some of these extensions are m entioned in C hapter 5 under possibilities for future
work.
2— 2 Experimental Testing of Plasticity Theory for Soil
T he application of plasticity theory to soils is a subject which has been studied 
extensively during the last forty years of this century and is still a topic which must 
be exam ined critically.
Testing the validity of plasticity theory requires tests conducted at working loads
below failure so that deform ations of the m aterial, which may include recoverable 
deform ations and irrecoverable deform ations, can be assessed.
T he sim plest test that can be thought of is a test in which the soil is loaded,
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unloaded and reloaded. The character of the response observed shows that under 
small unloading— reloading cycles the response of soil is of the general type predicted 
by plasticity theory. Such tests could, for exam ple, be isotropic com pression tests or 
shear tests. However, if the magnitude of the cycles of loading, unloading and 
reloading is increased, the soil starts showing hysteretic response. The am ount of 
hysteresis may increase with the num ber of cycles in a way which conventional theory 
of plasticity does not account for. Limited experim ental inform ation is given on the 
hardening of the material.
However, tests of this sort have provided extensive inform ation about plasticity 
theories for soil. In the case of sand such, tests involving m onotonic loading with 
increasing stresses have provided experim ental evidence of stress dilatancy 
relationships.
Such tests are certainly not sufficient in proclaim ing the validity of the application of 
plasticity theory for soil since they do not check the form  of the yield locus which is 
one of the central ideas of increm ental plasticity theory and the behaviour of this 
yield locus lies at the heart of the theory. Its position indicates when yield will begin 
thus causing plastic deform ations. Tatsuoka and Ishihara (1974a) perform ed shear tests 
in which a sam ple is first loaded (a t constant cell pressure) and unloaded (at constant 
cell pressure). After reducing the m ean effective stress while m aintaining the shear 
stress constant, the sample is reloaded again and the stress strain relationship allows a 
yield point to be detected. This investigation is continued with further probes in 
order to trace a series of segments of individual yield curves. However this type of 
investigation is very lengthy and disregards the effect of hardening of the first probes 
which may significantly alter the shape of the yield surface or segm ent of yield 
surface detected  by the later probes; the tests always cross the yield locus in the 
same direction, so that there is no attem pt to study the effect of change of direction 
of probing on the yield curve.
Testing norm ality and local slope of yield locus has been done in the past for a
clay by Lewin and Burland (1970). They perform ed tests on clay involving stress 
probes to see whether the direction of the strain increm ent vector was independent of 
the direction of the stress increm ent. T heir results show a dependency of the
direction of strain increm ent vector on the applied stress path.
Stress probing of the type conducted by Lewin and Burland (1970) is an alternative
to investigate the yield curve provided that strain and stress m easurem ents are 
accurate.
In Lewin's tests samples were subjected to identical stress histories, and then
subjected to a series of small stress probe tests in which the probe was made in a 
different direction for each test. If series of stress probes with loading and unloading 
are carried out, the strain response gives detailed inform ation about the elastic and 
plastic properties. Investigation into the yielding properties of sand under greater
range of stress histories, stress states and stress probes directions is required in order 
to test m ore rigorously the applicability of the predictions of plasticity theory to soil.
In this research work, stress probe tests have been conducted in which samples were 
subjected to identical stress histories, and then subjected to a series of small stress 
probe tests at two different stress ratio states, in which the probe was made in a 
different direction for each test. T he effect of change of direction of stress increm ent 
and stress state on the resulting direction of strain increm ent vector has been studied. 
T he effect of stress history has not been investigated so that evidence of kinematic 
hardening which develops with stress history ( this evidence is available in the 
literature) cannot be produced here.
T he disadvantage with stress probes is that they require several samples to be 
p repared  and provide only a few discrete points which may be difficult to in terpret 
(particularly  for stress paths involving unloading). An alternative to that has been 
suggested by Houlsby (1981). He suggested stress cycle tests in which the same
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inform ation as given by stress probes using several identical samples can be gathered 
using a single test only on a single sample.
2— 3 Review of Experimental Evidence of Plasticity
In order to predict the deform ation of sand using an elasto— plastic model, 
firstly the elastic response of the m aterial must be assessed, then a yield function, a 
plastic potential and a hardening law have to be defined. Among these functions, the 
yield function represents the shape of the yield curve in a stress space which 
distinguishes stress states which can be reached elastically from those which can only 
be reached after plastic deform ation (or cannot be reached at all). T herefore it is 
necessary to investigate the yield characteristics of sand in order to evaluate the stress 
strain behaviour of sand which has experienced com plicated stress histories during 
loading, unloading and reloading processes.
2— 3— 1 Experimental yield curve
T he investigation of the shape of the yield curve of sand was first carried out 
by Poorooshasb et al (1966,1967). T he shape of yield curve for isotropically 
conm pressed dense sand was investigated by an experim ental test program  consisting 
of m ulti— stage triaxial compression tests in which loading, unloading and reloading 
cycles shown in F ig 2 . 1  were repeated several times.
F ig 2 . 2  shows the resulting stress strain curves together with the yield points. The 
initiation of yielding was determ ined as the state of stress associated with a marked 
change in slope of the stress strain curves. The yield curves in the triaxial plane 
were found to be approxim ately straight lines (see fig 2 . 3 ) a t constant stress ratio
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and they were found not to coincide with the shape of plastic potential curves.
B arden et al (1969) perform ed plane strain tests with m u lti-s ta g e  stress paths with 
confining pressures ranging from 30— 7000 kPa in order to exam ine the shape of the 
yield curve for dense sand. Their results show that under plane strain conditions at 
fairly low stress levels, the shape of yield curves was approxim ated by the previous
m axim um  value of the stress ratio. At high m ean stress levels, particle crushing
occurs and this com plicates the yield behaviour.
T hese workers also showed that the yield surface did not coincide with the plastic
potential surface.
Tatsuoka and Ishihara (1974a) carried out several triaxial com pression tests with 
m ulti— stage stress paths on sand having several different densities. The test results 
show (F ig 2. 4) that the experim ental yield curves for loose, medium dense and dense 
sand are slightly curved lines.
It was concluded that the yield curves could be determ ined uniquely independently of 
previous stress history but dependent to some extent on the densities of the sample.
K hatrush (1987) perform ed triaxial tests using internal devices to measure the 
deform ations. T he m ethod followed in the detection of occurrence of yielding was 
based on the idea that when the sam ple is subjected to unload reload cycles along 
the sam e stress path , the sample does not yield until a stress ratio close to the
previous m axim um  stress ratio is exceeded. This worker went on to say that this is
valid whatever the stress level at which unloading take place. The experim ental yield
locus was found to agree with the one suggested by Tatsuoka et al (1974a). The
validity of the proposed shape of the yield locus was exam ined by perform ing a multi 
stage stress path . T he type of stress path sequence is shown in fig 2 . 5  (a). It can be 
seen th a t after a yield locus has been obtained by loading / unloading / reloading 
p a th  1, the o ther two unloading— reloading paths 2 and 3 were located within the
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elastic dom ain which is below the yield locus. The shear strains corresponding to 
these tests as shown in fig 2 . 5  (b) indicate no further irrecoverable strains occuring on 
the second and third loading. The effect of stress history on the shape of the yield 
locus was also studied by perform ing three triaxial stress paths. In the first (see 
fig 2 .6 (a)) the sample was loaded in compression along a constant stress ratio OA, 
unloaded along the same stress path, then reloaded along a higher constant stress 
ratio path OB. The second sample (see fig 2 .6 (a)) was also loaded in compression
but with the opposite sequence of loading to the first. Thus the sample was loaded 
along a higher constant stress ratio path OB, unloaded along the same path, then 
reloaded a t a lower stress ratio. In the third test (see fig 2 .6 (c)) the same sequence
of cycles of loading was applied but in extension.
It can be seen in fig 2 .6 (a) that there is a continuous increase in the plastic shear 
strains on reloading along a higher constant stress ratio path, whereas there is no 
sign of developm ent of plastic shear strains on reloading along a lower constant stress 
ratio path  (see fig 2 .6 (b)). Similar results were observed in extension, see fig 2 .6 (c).
Stress reversals were also perform ed by this worker in order to investigate the effect
of these on the shape of yield locus. Evidence from  the results of some complex 
stress paths indicates that the shape of the yield locus after stress reversal was not
significantly affected and remains unchanged.
A lthough these reviewed yield curves represent reasonably the yield properties of 
sands under shear stresses, they fail to describe the yield properties associated with 
developm ent of volumetric strains for example in isotropic com pression. For this 
reason, another yield function was proposed to describe the volumetric strains due to 
isotropic compression.
The shape of the yield envelope for compression of sand does not seem to be well
determ ined. Some experim ental data obtained by M iura et al (1982a;1984) indicate
that the shape is broadly similar to that given by the various Cam — Clay type 
theories.
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Although more com plex shapes have been suggested, it is likely that the modified 
C am — clay ellipse could be used for describing the com pression of a sand as well as 
clay (W roth and Houlsby (1985)), There is clear evidence (M iura et al (1984)) that 
even at low stress ratios sand exhibits non associative flow, however sufficient 
accuracy can probably be obtained by using an associative flow rule at low stress 
ratios, since the com pression strains in sand are relatively small.
It is to be noted that most of the experim ental findings that are available in the 
literature were restricted to isotropically com pressed sands. Little evidence seems to 
be available about the shape of yield locus for anisotropically com pressed sands which 
m ay have im portant effects on the deform ation of sand; in addition to the fact that 
in situ stress states are generaly anisotropic. Yasufuku et al (1991) perform ed series 
of tests in order to study the yield characteristics of an anisotropically compressed 
sand a t both low and high stress levels. Tests of type A, B, and C (see fig 2 . 7  (a), 
f ig 2 . 7 (b) and fig 2 . 7 (c) respectively) were perform ed at low and high stress levels.
In tests of type A, the samples were anisotropically com pressed to point A (along a 
constan t stress ratio path  ) and were then unloaded to point B, along the same 
constan t stress ratio path . From  the com m on point B, eight stress paths of constant 
stress increm ent ratios were applied. In tests of type B, the samples were isotropically 
com pressed to A and unloaded to B from  which eight stress paths of constant stress 
increm ent ratios were applied. Tests of type C are the same as tests of type A 
except th a t they were conducted on the extension side of the p ': q plane. These 
types of tests B and C are merely conducted in order to investigate the effect of 
stress history on the shape of the yield curve (proportional loading path  history).
These research workers concluded that for tests of type A it can be said that the 
overall shape of both yield curves in the low and high stress levels is roughly similar. 
T he shape of these yield loci for anisotropically com pressed sand is an approximately 
elliptical one (see fig 2 . a (a) and fig 2 . 8  (b)), which are not sym m etrical about the
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isotropic stress axis. For tests of type B and C. it was found that both yield curves 
were elliptical but considerably different from each other in shape (see fig 2 . 3 (a) and 
fig2.3 (b)).
This then  appears to suggest that the shape of yield curve is dependent on the stress 
history experienced by the soil; in o ther words the shape of the yield locus has a 
kinem atic nature dependent on the stress history.
2— 3— 2 Plastic potentials
Plastic potentials are used to describe the mechanism  of plastic deform ation that 
occurs when the soil yields. The norm al to the plastic potential surface that passes 
th rough the curren t stress state indicates the direction of the corresponding plastic 
strain  increm ent vector.
T he relationship between plastic strain increm ent ratio and stress ratio is known as a 
flow rule controlling the mechanism of deform ation. The shape of the plastic 
po tential is usually expressed in the form  of a flow rule relating directions of plastic 
strain  increm ents to the current stress state.
W hilst the experim ental determ ination of the form  of flow rules is reasonably well 
established, although there is some uncertainty concerning the assumed elastic 
response, it has been noted already that the shape of yield curve is less easy to 
determ ine experim entally because it relies partly on indirect evidence (indistinct yield 
point in stress strain relationships and hardening of the yield locus between successive 
probes). However, on the basis of experim ental evidence it seems that the yield 
surface and plastic potential function do not have the sam e shape, thus implying that 
the condition of norm ality cannot apply for sand.
O ne of the most successful flow rules proposed for sand is the stress dilatancy 
relationship proposed by Rowe (1962). The derivation of flow rules for granular
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m aterials is frequently based on considerations of the dissipation of energy in plastic 
work. For instance the original Cam— clay flow rule which fits well the behaviour of 
sand in the triaxial plane is based on the simple hypothesis that the incremental 
plastic work dWp is given by
dW p =  M .p'.deJJ (2.1) 
where M =  critical state stress ratio
d eg is the increm ental plastic shear strain
If use is made of any flow rules based on assum ptions of work dissipation, and 
resulting in relationships between the stress ratio and strain increm ent ratio , then the 
characteristic state ( the stress ratio at which the volumetric strain rate is 
instantaneously zero ), the line of phase transform ation (the stress ratio at which the 
ra te  of change of m ean effective stress in undrained tests is instantaneously zero) and 
the critical state (the stress ratio at which there is continuous shearing a t constant 
volum e and effective stresses) are forced to  be at the sam e stress ratio.
H ow ever, these flow rules are not appropriate for the strains associated with low 
stress ratio com pression. T he plastic strains on isotropic com pression may be modelled 
quite accurately by a hardening law which depends on a power function of the mean 
effective stress. Lade (1977) reports values which imply that the equivalent plastic 
modulus depends on the m ean effectve stress to a power between 0.12 and 0.74. The 
data  of Lee and Seed (1967) (see fig 2 . 1 0  ) show that at very high pressures 
com pression lines for sand, are like those of clays, approxim ately straight in v—lnp ' 
space.
2— 3— 3 Hardening laws
T he prediction of plastic strain m agnitude is equivalent to establishing the
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hardening law. When loading proceeds, the yield locus expands. The link between 
this expansion of the yield locus and developm ent of plastic strains is also the 
hardening law. U nder general conditions of stress, predictions of the magnitude of 
plastic strains becomes very difficult.
O ften  the hardening law is derived from a constant cell pressure triaxial test, which 
a priori does not guarantee the applicability of the same law to a different stress 
path .
At the onset of loading, as the deform ation proceeds the yield locus expands and the 
hardening function is positive. If the failure locus is reached the hardening function 
becom es negative, the yield locus contracts and the m aterial softens. Eventually, the 
critical state is reached after large deform ations.
For sand, a hardening law that is dependent on the plastic shear strain is appropriate 
for explaining the stress strain relationships due to shear loading.
T he  earliest approach , is to fit a hyperbola to the shear stress : strain curve. This 
m ethod originates with the work of Kondner and Zelasko (1963) and is widely 
accepted  as providing a reasonable fit to the data. V erm eer (1978) adapts this 
approach  to plasticity and fits a hyperbola to a plot of stress ratio versus shear 
strain . However this approach is not totally satisfactory in the sense that it does not 
allow any softening to occur and hence the m aterial continuously hardens until the 
stresses reach certain  asymptotic values. O ther approaches are taken by other research 
workers in order to sim ulate softening of the soil. These approaches are extensively 
described in C hap ter 5.
O th er workers (Tavenas et al (1979), Yasufuku et al (1991) among others) have 
defined hardening by use of strain energy contours which have been found 
experim entally  to have the same shape as the yield locus, so that energy serves as a 
p a ram eter for describing the expansion of the yield locus.
It has been tacitly im plied that most of the models reviewed above use an isotropic
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hardening rule, few other models use both kinematic and isotropic hardening rules 
which describe the change of the size and shape of the yield locus, which may be 
m ore realistic but need new concepts to be introduced within the fram ework of
plasticity, like for instance bounding surface or multiple yield surfaces (concepts which
will be outlined in C hapter 5).
Evidence for the kinematic nature of the hardening of the yield locus has been
produced by some workers.
Jard ine  (1992) show data of effective stress paths and strains during triaxial
com pression of samples which have been unloaded one dim ensionnaly to various
overconsolidation ratios. The truly elastic response was shown to extend up to a 
shear strain of 0.01 per cent. Jard ine (1992) attem pted to describe the stress strain 
behaviour of soil by defining, in norm alised stress space, an ou ter bounding surface 
and three characteristic zones which he term ed KSYS's (kinem atic sub—yield surfaces) 
(see fig 2 . i i ). It was assumed that a small inner yield surface exists which bounds a 
small region of truly elastically attainable effective stress states and which is carried 
around by the current stress state. A change of stress to a state lying inside zone I
is associated with high stiffness; a change of stress to a state lying between zone II
and zone III is associated with a lower stiffness; and a change of stress to a state
lying beyond zone III (outer surface ) is associated with m ajor irrecoverable 
deform ations. Jardine (1992) interpreted the stiffness data (see fig 2 . 1 2 ) and contours 
of strain  (see fig 2 . 1 3 ) as indicating the changing position of the inner yield locus as 
the soil is unloaded.
T he same approach has been taken by Alawaji et al (1990). Identical samples of 
sand with different stress histories were probed to discover the position of a current 
yield locus using a T rue Triaxial Apparatus. In these tests the contours of strains 
were treated  as an indication of the size of the curren t yield locus. T he shape of 
these strain contours has been approxim ated to circles. T he centres of these circles 
can give the position of the current yield locus. If a link is imagined between the
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cu rren t yield locus (centre of a circle ) and the history of stresses that the sand has 
experienced, the change of position of the yield locus (translation) serves as a 
m easure of kinem atic translation of the yield locus.
In this C hapter, a selective review of plasticity theory and its application for soils has 
been given. T he type of experim ental program e for testing the predictions of 
plasticity theory for soil has also been outlined with particular emphasis on stress
probe tests which provide a rigorous test for plasticity theory (effect of stress state, 
stress history (kinem atic nature of the hardening of yield locus) and stress path 
dependency of the resulting stress—strain behaviour of sand).
T he  rem ainder of the dissertation is divided into four C hapters: C hapter III deals 
m ainly with apparatus and testing procedures. A m ethod of sample preparation has 
been developed using an air pluviation technique. A sample saturation procedure has 
also been developed based on the initial vacuum technique. C hapter IV is an
experim ental study of the way in which the predictions of plasticity theory may be 
tested experim entally, leading to a program e of simple conventional stress paths and
stress probe which are used to study the effects of stress state and stress path 
dependency on the behaviour of sand. A Bishop and Wesley triaxial cell has been
used in this study. The results of the tests are presented and in terpreted  in term s of 
elasticity and plasticity theory. In C hapter V a double hardening model is described 
within the fram ew ork of increm ental plasticity theory and critical state conditions. The 
m odel is shown to perform  well in conditions of m onotonic change of stresses. 
Indications are given of how conventional plasticity theory may be extended in order 
to accom m odate situations where stress reversals or cyclic loading are of prim ary 
concern . Finally, C hapter VI is divided into two parts: P art one is a summary of the 
constitutive model developed in this work. Part two deals with the study of factors 
that may influence the way in which the constitutive m odel should be extended to 
general states of stress.
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C H A PTER  III
APPARATUS AND TESTIN G  PRO CED U RES
3— 1 H ydraulic triax ial apparatus and instrum entation
3— 1—1 H ydraulic triaxial apparatus
Bishop and Wesley (1975) have described a hydraulically loaded triaxial cell 
which was developed at Im perial College and is intended to readily reproduce a wide 
range of stress path  conditions in the laboratory.
Cylindrical samples of 38mm diam eter can be tested in either axial com pression and 
axial extension. Tests can be carried out either a t controlled rates of loading or 
controlled ra te of strain.
T he design is based on experience gained at Im perial College through the use of the 
Bellofram  rolling seal as a loading device (see fig 3 . 1 ).
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T he pedestal is mounted at the top of a loading ram , at the bottom of which is a 
piston and pressure cham ber. The upper part is similar to the conventional triaxial 
cell except that the vertical load in a com pression test is applied by moving the 
sam ple pedestal upwards from below and pushing the top cap against a stationary
load cell which records the load. The Bellofram rolling seals are used to retain the 
cell fluid and the ram travels up and down in a rotolin linear bearing. The axial 
load is applied by increasing the cham ber pressure.
T he loading ram has a cross— arm attached to it which moves up and down in wide 
slots. The cross— arm  has two rods attached to it and axial deflections can be
m easured with dial gauges or linear transducers m ounted on the top of the cell.
In the present research work, some m odifications have been made to the existing
drainage lines because of occurrence of leakage. It is believed that the new 
configuration of drainage lines (see fig 3 . 2 ) will ensure the prevention of leakage. In 
the original configuration of drainage lines (see fig 3 . 1 ), both the drainage and the 
pore pressure leads from the sample pedestal are taken down the centre of the 
loading ram  and out through slots, whereas the new configuration takes the drainage 
and pore pressures leads from the sample pedestal out through holes which are 
provided inside the cell. The new configuration also perm its both bottom  and top 
drainage of the sample.
3— 1—2 Operation of the apparatus
W hen using this apparatus, the operato r will generally desire to vary cra (the 
axial stress) and crr (the radial stress) in some controlled m anner and measure the 
resulting deform ation of the sample and the pore pressure response or volume
change. However, the two pressures which can be controlled directly are the cell 
pressure ( a r) and the pressure in the lower pressure cham ber (pc). The value of a a
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is dependent on both <rr and pc and the key to the operation of the apparatus is 
the relationship between fra , and pc. This relationship is obtained by considering 
the equilibrium of the loading ram and could be expressed as:
<ra =  pc.(a/A ) -+- (Tr .(1 — (a/A )) — W /A (3.1)
where : A is the sample area, at the relevant stage of the test
a is the Bellofram seal area 
W is the weight of the sample
Using equation (3.1) it is easy to determ ine the way in which pc must be varied in 
order to produce a required stress path. It is even m ore appropriate if eqn (3.1) is 
w ritten in term s of stress change :
A<ra =  Ape.(a/A) •+■ Aoy.( 1 — (a/A )) (3.2)
Since m any stress paths are conveniently expressed in the form :
Acrr =  k.Acra (in term  of total stresses) (3.3)
or Aoy= k.A(7a (in term s of effective stresses) (3.4)
by substituting eqn (3.3) in eqn (3.2) we obtain
Ape =  Acr .(l +  (A /a ).((l/k ) -  1)) (3.5)
or in drained tests with a constant back pressure u
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Ape =  A<jp(l +  (A /a ).( ( l /k )  — 1)) (3.6)
For any particular test it is easy to determ ine from eqn (3.6) the way in which pc
should be varied in order to produce the required stress path.
At the start of a test a cell pressure is usually applied and the value of pc then
adjusted so as to balance the cell pressure plus ram  and sample weight. Controlling
the test from this stage onward, the operator need only be concerned with stress
changes.
In conventional triaxial apparatus, tests can be conducted only with constant rate of 
axial strain, in other words only strain controlled tests can be perform ed. Tests can 
be run using this present apparatus under either stress controlled o r strain controlled 
loading.
Stress controlled tests can be perform ed by connecting the lower pressure cham ber to 
a controllable pressure source (see fig 3 . 2 ).
Strain controlled loading can be perform ed by connecting the lower pressure chamber 
to a standard control cylinder with a screw"— controlled piston which then provides a 
constant rate of flow source (see fig 3 . 2), the screw is rotated either manually as is 
the case in the present work or by an electric m otor which can be connected to 
it.
3—1—3 Instrumentation
Four types of transducers were used as m easuring devices nam ely, :
— Pressure transducers
— Load transducers
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— Displacement transducers
— Volume change transducers
T he m easurem ents or inform ation from these transducers are received by a Solartron 
O rion datalogger, which also provides a constant voltage source to energise each 
transducer (except displacement transducers).
— Pressure transducers
T hree pressure transducers were used, a pore pressure transducer to m easure the 
pore water pressure in the sample, a cell pressure transducer to m easure the pressure 
of the fluid (water) in the cell and an  axial pressure transducer to m easure the 
pressure in the cham ber beneath the cell. These transducers could be used at 
pressures in the range 0 — 1000 kPa.
— Load transducer
A submersible load transducer is used in this testing device. T he outstanding 
advantage of the submersible transducer is the elim ination of the effects of piston 
friction from  the load measurem ents. T he capacity of this transducer was 4.5 kN.
— Displacement transducers
Two LVDTs were used, one to m onitor the axial deform ation of the sam ple; the 
travel of this transducer was 50 mm, and the o ther to m onitor the m ovem ent of the 
piston of the volume change device, the travel of that la tter transducer was 35 mm.
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— Volume change transducer
The volume change transducer shown in fig 3 . 3  was developed at Imperial College, 
London.
This device consists of a hollow thick walled brass cylinder containing a floating 
piston attached to a bellofram  rolling seal at either end. M ovem ent is m easured by 
an externally mounted displacement transducer. A unit of 50 c m 3 capacity has been 
used in this study reading to 0.02 c m 3.
O ne advantage of this type of transducer is that pressurised air can be applied to the 
lower end as an alternative to water. The unit then serves as a pressurised air/water 
interface and a separate air/w ater bladder cell is not necessary.
T hese transducers can be used at back pressures up to 1400 kPa, but a minimum 
pressure of about 30 kPa is needed to expand the bellofram  seals.
3— 2 Material used
T he m aterial used throughout this work was a fine saturated Lochaline sand. Sieve 
analyses were perform ed on the sand following the procedure described in B.S 1377 
(1975). The resulting particle size distribution shown in fig3.4 provides a fine uniform 
m aterial for testing which would not segregate when form ed into specim ens, and for 
which m em brane penetration would be negligible. The particle shapes were 
looked a t using the optical microscope. T he particle shape was found to be fairly 
rounded with the effective particle size, D so of 0.21 mm and a coefficient of 
uniform ity C u =  1.40. The specific gravity was m easured using the density bottle 
m ethod which is described by K .H .H ead (1984). The value of the specific gravity was 
found to be 2.65.
T he maximum void ratio was determ ined by the procedure known as dry shaking
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Head (1984), a method which consists of placing 1kg dry sand into a glass graduated 
cylinder, 2000cm 3, of approxim ately 75mm diam eter to which is fitted a bung. The 
cylinder is shaken by inverting it a few times, to thoroughly loosen the sand. The 
cylinder is turned upside down and very quickly turned back again. The volume of 
sand is recorded on the graduated scale and subsequently the m aximum void ratio is 
calculated.
T he minimum void ratio was determ ined using the vibrating ham m er procedure which 
consists of placing sand in a cylindrical metal mould in three approxim ately equal 
layers. Each layer is com pacted for 5m in using the electric vibrating ham m er.
T he  dry mass is measured and subsequently the minim um  void ratio is calculated. 
T hose two methods have been described by K .H .H ead (1984). T he limiting void 
ratios were 0.84 and 0.51 respectively.
3— 3 Sample preparation
Testing of uniform samples under uniform  states of stress and strain is required 
for fundam ental studies of soil p roperty  characterisation. It is generally assumed that 
a specim en tested in the laboratory represents an infinitesim al elem ent of a soil 
m edium . It is necessary to be able to prepare series of identical homogeneous 
specim ens for such studies in order th a t effects of stress history can be studied with 
effects of sample preparation elim inated.
T he  control of uniform ity and the ability to replicate several specim ens are difficult 
but very im portant. Several m ethods of reconstituting sand specim ens have been used, 
the com m on objective in each m ethod has been the control of average density. 
U niform ity is generally assum ed, conscious efforts to verify uniform ity by direct 
m easurem ent of density over the height of reconstituted sample have been made only 
in a limited num ber of cases (Vaid et al (1988)). These m easurem ents show that
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specim ens prepared by pluviation in air or water rend to be uniform : methods which 
require com paction by, for example, moist tam ping produce samples that are less 
uniform . Basic principles of pluviation are given by Kolbuzewski (1948a, 1948b) and 
various modifications to the method are described in the literature (eg Mulilis et al 
(1977), M iura e t al (1982b), Singh et al (1982), Chaney et al (1978) among others ). 
With these techniques it is possible to prepare specim ens having a wide range of
relative densities (usually from  10 — 15 % to 90 — 95 % ), thus avoiding the use of 
vibrations to obtain high densities as described by Bishop and Henkel (1962) for the 
funnel m ethod. Im provements in saturation procedures make wet pluviation
unnecessary. Specim ens can be prepared dry and saturated subsequently (Baldi et al 
(1988)) as is the case in the present experim ental program m e. Pluviation of sand 
specim ens is fast and thus particularly useful when large specim ens are to be
p repared . However, this m ethod is not suitable for use with m aterial having a large 
grain size distribution because particle segregation may occur, particularly when fines 
are present. In those circumstances a m ethod such as tam ping which has been
described by Ladd (1978) may be more appropriate. Low vibration m ethods have also 
been shown to produce uniform sand samples (see Mulilis e t al (1977)).
3— 3— 1 Sam ple p repara tion  procedure
T he technique for deposition used in this present research work is based on 
Kolbuszewski's principles. A pouring tower produces a rain of sand grains, and by 
altering  the intensity of the raining and the height of fall, the density of the 
resulting deposit can be varied within a wide range. The deposition system is required 
to produce a rain of sand grains, the velocity and intensity of which can be varied 
over wide limits.
T he velocity depends on the height of fall and so can be easily adjusted to control 
the intensity; this is achieved by means of a variable aperture hopper (see fig 3 . 5 ) .
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Essentially, this consists of a square plate which is perforated with a regular pattern 
of holes. This plate is called the base plate, two o ther plates are provided with the 
sam e pattern  of holes. One of these, the control plate, rests on the base plate. The 
effective aperture and hence the flow of sand out of the hopper can be varied.
T he o ther plate, the shutter plate, is placed im m ediately beneath the base plate and
is used to start and stop the flow of sand. T he vertical jets of sand issuing from the
h opper are then dispersed into a uniform  rain by a sieve mesh placed below the 
hopper (see fig 3 . 5 ) .
T he design consists o f a cylindrical tower m ade of perspex at the top of which is 
fixed a container. Through this tower the three plates are fixed followed by a couple 
of m eshes. It would be worth noting that in this design the height of deposition was
kept fixed, since the term inal velocity of the sand was reached at a height of 30 cm,
consequently the density produced was dependent only on the intensity of raining.
T his does not seem  to support the popular concept that the larger the height of fall, 
the higher the density deposited. Kolbuszewski (1948a) used heights of pouring up to 
2m . Vaid et al (1988) noted that the influence of height of drop on densification 
seem s to be most significant in a drop height range of about 0 to 30 cm for the
sand they studied (see fig 3 . 6 ) .  Vaid et al (1988) also showed that the void ratio 
atta ined  at a given height depends on the pouring rate and the m ean particle size or 
gradation. These findings are consistent with the observations m ade by Mulilis et al
(1977) and M iura and Toki (1982b).
In conclusion it can be said that the ra te of pouring and height of drop are the
controlling param eters for the void ratio obtained. T he height of drop becomes 
insignificant when the term inal velocity is reached which corresponds to a height of 
30cm  for fine sand (for sand with m ean particle size less than 0.4 it could even be
less than  30cm ).
T he triaxial sand sam ples were directly prepared  into the triaxial cell base, by fixing 
the tow er along three guide rods which were attached to the triaxial cell through its
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holes. The container was filled with dry sand, the shutter plate being in the closed 
position. The effective aperture size was selected so that the desired density can he 
obtained. A rubber m em brane was put around the pedestal and sealed by two O 
rings, a split mould was assembled around it. The rubber m em brane was rolled over 
the top of the split mould and a small vacuum was applied through the mould to 
hold the m em brane tight against its inside. At that m om ent, the shutter plate was 
put in the open position and the sand was pluviated. As soon as the mould was 
filled, the shutter plate was closed and the top surface was gently levelled off by 
using a straight edge. The top cap was assembled and the rubber m em brane was
rolled up against it and sealed with two O rings. An initial vacuum was applied 
to give the sam ple rigidity and perm it m easurem ents of the initial dimensions of the 
sam ple. It is to be noted that this present m ethod of levelling off the top surface of 
the deposited sand may loosen up the top end of the sample and results in a slightly 
non uniform  distribution of the density over the height.
3“  3— 2 Sample saturation procedure
Saturation of sand specimens in laboratory investigations is necessary to provide
reliable m easurem ents of volume change and pore pressure. T he saturation of samples
by m eans of a back pressurising technique can easily involve an undesirably high back 
pressure. Some people have used this conventional m ethod with interm ediate flushing
with carbon dioxide, which replaces the air and is then very soluble in water with 
which the sam ple is subsequently saturated. This m ethod has been shown to lower the 
back pressure eventually required to m aintain saturation.
In the research described here, it has been decided to apply the procedure which was 
developed by Rad and Clough (1984) that utilises equipm ent available in almost any 
geotechnical laboratory. This procedure as shown schematically in fig 3 . 7  consists of
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the application of an initial vacuum of 98 kPa to the top of the initial dry specimen 
for a short time (5 m in), then percolating deaired water through the specim en; water 
is draw n from the specimen into the lower reservoir of the vacuum pump until the 
specim en is nominally saturated. The vacuum inside the specim en is kept for a 
fu rther period of 5 min in order to ensure a proper equilibrium  inside the specimen. 
At this stage the vacuum is still of the order of 98 kPa.
T he final stage is then a conventional back pressure technique. The degree of 
saturation  is m onitored in term s of Skem pton 's pore pressure param eter B, where a 
B value of 1 is taken to dem onstrate com plete saturation. However, it must be 
rem em bered that the param eter relevant for triaxial testing is the degree of 
saturation, which is related to B through the porosity and compressibility of the pore 
fluid and soil structure. The same value of B, say 0.95, may m ean 99.9 %  saturation 
in stiff soil, but only 96% in a soft soil (Black and Lee (1973)).
T h erefo re , some types of soils (very dense granular m aterials ) may have a high 
percentage of saturation even though they show B values less than  one.
Skem pton 's pore pressure coefficient was determ ined by applying the following 
p ro ced u re :
A relatively small cell pressure and back pressure (25 kPa) were applied initially to 
the Lochaline sand samples. Values of cell pressure increase and back pressure 
increase that have been applied to the sample were of the same order to ensure that 
the effective confining pressures were not exceeding lOkPa so that negligible volume 
changes occur. An increase in cell pressure was subsequently applied, the resulting 
increase in pore pressure being m onitored (the bottom  and top drainage lines were 
closed a t this stage). T he ratio of pore pressure change to cell pressure change which 
represents the B— value was calculated at each stage in o rder to check saturation. A 
B— value of 1 was achieved after the back pressure had reached a value of the order 
of 100 kPa. In o ther words, full saturation of the initially dry Lochaline sand samples 
has been obtained; thus in all the tests perform ed here the problem s which are
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encountered  when using this param eter B did not arise in this present study.
Using this technique, the back pressure needed to saturate the sample did not exceed 
100 kPa which clearly shows by how much the vacuum technique is able to lower
the back pressure by com parison with the use of the conventional technique on its
own. We found this m ethod very efficient, it ensures full saturation of the sample 
especially when the initial vacuum applied is high. According to Rad and Clough 
(1984) the vacuum procedure can be used for saturating different sands regardless of
their initial water content, particle size, relative density, or level of cem entation.
3— 4 Test technique
T he samples prepared were 80mm long x 38mm diam eter. The end platens were 
not lubricated o r enlarged, however contact between the top cap and the load cell 
was im proved so that no tilting will occur while shearing the specimen at large 
strains. T ilting was prevented by elim inating rotation of the top cap (see figa.e) and 
this was done by clam ping the top cap into the load cell. However this design of top 
cap connection was only used for a few tests, some of the later drained compression 
tests, so that in the m ajor part of the testing program m e tilting of the top cap of 
triaxial samples at large deform ations is not prevented, and this may have some 
influence on the observed stress strain response at large strains.
3— 5 Shear box apparatus and instrumentation
T he shear box apparatus was developed originally for the determ ination of the 
angle of shear resistance, <pt of sands. It has also been used for the m easurem ent of 
residual shear strength of overconsolidated clays.
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T he ELE shear box apparatus used in this study, can accom m odate specimens 00 mm 
square or 100 mm square. This apparatus com prises a rigid floor—mounted steel 
fram e to which is attached the controlled drive unit, the shear box carriage, 
displacem ent dial gauge and loading hanger. A reversible loading jack connects the 
drive unit to the shear box carriage which is m ounted on straight— line ball tracks. 
T he vertical stress is applied to the specim en by adding weights to the hanger 
situated beneath the fram e. A useful accessory is the counter— balanced lever loading 
device, which enables the loading to be increased by a ratio of 10:1. The driving 
contro l and gear box provide a wide range of speeds from 2.0 m m /m in to 0.0005 
m m /m in. Load can be m easured in both directions of shear by m eans of a load 
ring.
T he layout of this apparatus is shown in f ig 3 . 9 .
3— 5— 1 Instrumentation
T hree LVDTs were connected to the apparatus and used as m easuring devices 
Two linear transducers were used to m easure the horizontal displacem ent and vertical 
displacem ent respectively, the o ther transducer was used to m easure the deflection of 
the load ring and subsequently deduce the load or shear force applied to the sample. 
In this m achine, the maximum travel was 12mm and m aximum shear force was 2kN. 
T he inform ation from these transducers was received by a Solartron O rion datalogger, 
which also provided a constant voltage source to energise each transducer.
3— 5— 2 Test technique
T he m aterial used was dry Lochaline sand; the sam ples were prepared by the 
pluviation m ethod m entioned earlier in the previous sections. The relative density was
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80^6. The tests were carried out at the strain rate of 0.750 mm/min.
This shear box apparatus was used in order to compare the values of angle of 
friction obtained in the triaxial apparatus with that obtained in the direct shear box 
apparatus. For this reason, only very dense sand was tested at different normal 
stresses.
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C H A PTER  IV
EX PERIM ENTAL RESULTS
4— 1 S tandard  drained com pression tests
T he permeability of sand is relatively high, implying that for sands, drainage
tim es are typically very short and undrained situations ra ther rare. T he undrained
shear strength is therefore not a very im portant quantity, and em phasis is directed 
tow ards drained calculations using mobilised friction angle. U ndrained situations may 
arise in the case of cyclic loadings or seismic loadings where liquefaction is a 
m ajo r concern.
M ost sands encountered in engineering practice are medium to dense sands. So all 
tests were on a sand falling in this range of densities. T he stress levels applied 
correspond to a range of 10 to 30m overburden which are realistic stress levels for 
civil engineering problem s.
A series of twenty six standard drained com pression tests was carried out at
d ifferent cell pressures of 100, 200, 250, 300 kPa and relative densities of 60, 70,
75, 80%.
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T hese tests were conducted at controlled stress almost to the peak shear stress and 
then  continued at controlled strain up to large strains.
T he  samples were first consolidated under isotropic pressure for a period of one 
hour; this time was found sufficient for the volumetric com pression of the sand 
sam ples to occur. A fter this compression has taken place, the shearing of the sand
sam ples proceeds. Typical stress : strain and volume : strain results are shown in
figs 4 . 1 , 4 . 2 , 4 . 3 . For the sake of clarity not all the tests will be shown since the 
reason for carrying out such a large num ber of tests was to assess the
reproducibility of the test results under the same conditions of initial density and 
stress level, thus only representative results are shown.
W hen the sam ple was sheared from  its isotropic stress state, it starts compressing
up to a point where the rate of volumetric deform ation becomes instantaneously 
zero , and during this phase the volumetric deform ations were not im portant. After 
passing that point, the sample starts expanding and the rate of volumetric
deform ation becomes im portant. Kirkpatrick (1961) suggested that the friction angle 
a t the  instant of m axim um  com pression where the rate of volum etric deform ation is 
instantaneously zero is equal to the constant volume friction angle y?cv . If this turns 
out to be true, observation of the characteristic state of H abib and Luong (1978)
and Luong (1979) o r the phase transform ation of Ishihara e t al (1975) would easily
perm it the evaluation of <pc v  in the triaxial tests without having to reach large 
strains and attain  the critical state where the ra te of volum etric deform ation
together with the change of effective stresses are zero.
F rom  the experim ental results see fig4.4 (a) and fig 4 . 4  (b), it was found that the 
mobilised angle of friction at the instant of m aximum com pression increases with 
increase in the stress level at a given density. This seems to suggest that this 
m obilised angle of friction may approxim ate the constant volume friction at high 
confining pressures. Negussey et al (1987) conducted some drained compression tests 
together with ring shear tests in order to com pare the angle of friction at the
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instant of maximum compression obtained from the triaxial tests and the constant
volume friction which they obtained from  the ring shear tests. T heir findings (see 
fig 4 . 5  and fig4.6 ) were that with initially loose conditions, the characteristic state 
and the critical state seem to be the sam e. However, at different initial densities 
for a given confining pressure it was found that ^ mc (characteristic state angle) 
decreases with increase in relative density. In the same m anner, the effect of
confining pressure was studied at a given initial density. T he findings were that
increases with the confining stress level and approaches <^cv at high confining 
pressures. Faruque and Zam an (1991) also cam e to the conclusion that the
characteristic state and critical state are distinct and would merge when shearing
occurs at high stress level or for initially loose conditions.
T he difficulty encountered in defining the critical state, especially for dense sands 
has led to the assumption that critical state line and characteristic state line have 
the same slope in the p — q plane. If this assum ption is made in a model,
predicted volumetric strain exhibits substantial deviation from experim ental
observation (evidence will be produced ahead in C hap.V ). Thus volum etric response
for sand needs to be adequately addressed by incorporating into the constitutive 
equations for sand those features which suggest that the characteristic state and
critical state are distinct.
Based on the findings of Negussey et al (1987), and the present shear box test
results (to be shown later) the angle of constant volume friction was estim ated both
from  the triaxial tests which have the highest confining pressure and the residual 
strength  in the shear box test to be 30°.
T h e  peak strength has also been investigated in this research work for this fine
Lochaline sand. The findings were that both the stress level and the initial density 
have an im portant role on the strength, that is the higher the stress level for a
given initial density, the lower is the strength; the higher the initial density for a 
given stress level the higher is the strength. These conclusions are  probably true
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for the fairly low stress levels used in the present research, but for high stress
levels this may not be true, as reported by Lee and Seed (1967). This then
em phasises the need to define a state param eter that com bines the stress level and 
initial density together as suggested by Been and Jefferies (1985, 1986).
T he strength  of sands may also be dependent on the angularity or shape of the
particles. This fine Lochaline sand has been looked at under the optical microscope 
and the findings were that the particles were rounded which may explain the 
relatively low strength obtained. Vaid et al (1985) am ong others conducted triaxial
tests on two different sands having the same particle size distribution but different
angularities, rounded particles and angular particles respectively. The findings were 
that angular particles show more strength than the rounded particles at low stress
level; at high stress level crushing occurs and angular particles are the most
affected as an increase in fine content will occur and hence the strength is
lowered.
It th en  appears logical to correlate the m echanical properties such as the strength 
of sand with an index of angularity so that samples of different m ineralogy and 
angularities can be brought together.
T he strength  of sand is also dependent on the way the sand samples have been
prepared  (see Mulilis e t al (1977)) but uniform ity of the prepared sand samples
plays an im portant role and the air pluviation m ethod is the one which satisfies
this requirem ent the best and hence if this m ethod of sample preparation is
standardised, this dependency of strength on the sample preparation  m ethod will be 
elim inated.
It m ay also be noted that the end restrain t conditions (that is whether flexible or 
rigid end platens are used) together with the ratio of height to diam eter have been 
found to affect the strength and uniform ity of deform ations (see Rowe and Barden 
(1964), D rescher and Vardoulakis (1982), Goto and Tatsuoka (1988) am ong others). 
These research workers found that the strength is dependent on the sample
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slenderness (which is the ratio of initial height to initial diam eter) and end 
conditions. They pointed out that for the purpose of achieving very uniform strain 
conditions, tests on very short samples with well lubricated ends may be needed. 
G oto  and Tatsuoka (1988) concluded that the strength evaluated from tests 
conducted with rigid ends provided that the slenderness ratio is high, say 2.5 — 
2.7 for dense sands as was the case for the present triaxial tests and 2.0 — 2.5 
for loose sands, is very similar to the strength evaluated from  tests conducted with 
lubricated ends and slenderness ratios of 2.1 — 2.6.
This then suggests the need to establish standardised procedures for triaxial testing 
which has not been effectively addressed since the publication of the book of 
Bishop and Henkel (1962).
4— 2 Stress dilatancv
T he drained shearing resistance of a granular m aterial can be represented by a 
single param eter, the mobilised angle of friction. It has been suggested that this 
param eter comprises three main com ponents of shear resistance (Rowe (1962); Lee 
and Seed (1967)):
— Intrinsic sliding friction controlled by the angle of interparticle sliding.
— T he resistance to dilation.
— T he resistance to particle rearrangem ent.
H om e (1969) suggested a direct linkage of and <pc v  (angle of shearing resistance 
at constant volume). As is regarded conceptually as a m aterial constant,
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therefo re yrcv is unique. However consistent and reproducible m easurem ents of s
have been difficult to achieve and experim ental and theoretical use of this
p aram eter is virtually non— existent.
T he m agnitude of shear resistance required to resist dilation is dependent on
packing density, stress level, grain shape and grain size distribution.
At very large strains, granular m aterials rearrange and shear at constant volume.
y?cv can be considered as an independent m aterial property.
T he triaxial device is not a suitable device for producing test results at large
deform ations due to the fact that it is virtually impossible to retain a uniformly
deform ed specim en in this region of large strains.
O ne of the earliest, and still one of the most accurate flow rules proposed for
sand is the stress dilatancy relationship proposed by Rowe (1962).
This rule is usually expressed in the triaxial plane as :
R =  K.D (4.1)
where
R =  cr{/(T2 (4.2) and D =  - 2 5 e 3 / 6 q  (4.3)
K being a constant
T his relationship between stress ratio and strain increm ents simply expresses the
well established em pirical relationship that a t stress ratios lower than some value K, 
a sand will com press, and at higher stress ratios it will dilate.
K is re la ted  to the constant volume friction by the following equation
K =  (1 +  sin<,c>cv)/(l-s in < ^cv) (4.4)
Using param eters for volum etric and distortional stress and strain Wood (1990) has 
expressed Rowe's stress dilatancy relationship as follows:
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oep/ <3 eq =  9(M— rj)/(9+ 3M— 2Mrj) (4.5) 
with sin<oCy =  3M/(6-t- M) (4.6)
R ow e's stress dilatancy relationship has been shown to describe sand behaviour for 
conditions of increasing stress ratio, starting from a hydrostatic state to a peak and 
ultim ate state (Barden and Khayatt (1966)). Negussey and Vaid (1990) gave close 
exam ination of stress dilatancy at small stress ratio states. T heir experim ental 
results indicate that the stress dilatancy equation would not describe sand behaviour 
at low stress ratios. Indeed the results produced by these authors showed stress
dilatancy plots (see fig a . 7) showing a range of stress ratio starting from the 
isotropic state over which the dilatancy term  is constant. This seems to suggest that 
at small stress ratio, the strain increm ent ratio is dependent on stress increm ent, 
ra th e r than the stress state as is generally assumed in the theory  of plasticity. An 
experim ental observation has also been reported  by H ettler and Vardoulakis (1984). 
T hese research workers perform ed conventional triaxial tests on large diam eter 
triaxial specim ens and m easured both the lateral strains and axial strains. T heir
results indicate that at low stress ratios, starting from an isotropic stress state, the 
radial strain increm ents were zero. Assuming that this result is a m aterial response 
which has been repeatedly observed by these research workers in their tests and in 
strain controlled true triaxial tests (G oldscheider, 1984) and not the action of end 
restrain t, this property  could be understood as a constitutive property  of sand.
T he present test results fig 4 . 8  do not confirm  this constant dilatancy condition at 
small stress ratios but do indicate clearly that Rowe's stress dilatancy relation is not
valid a t small stress ratio. T he present experim ental results could not be relied
upon over this range of stress ratio because the instrum entation does not perm it 
accurate m easurem ents of the strains and because of the bedding errors associated 
with the start of shearing.
<y3mc was found corresponding to stress ratio in the range 0.8 — 0.9 for all the
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drained com pression tests carried out under different confining pressures. It would 
be worthwhile to note that since the critical state is difficult to reach i n the 
triaxial apparatus especially when testing medium to dense sand, an assumption is 
generally made about the slope of the critical state line being the same a s  the 
characteristic state (see Bardet (1986)). Thus using Rowe's stress dilatancy relation 
<pc v  is assumed to have the same value as <^mc and the resulting stress dilatancy 
plot as shown in fig a . a fits the experim ental data reasonably well over the region 
of high stress ratios. The peak friction angle at failure <pp was found to be a 
function of the stress level and relative density which Rowe's stress dilatancy does 
not a ttem pt to indicate.
In the au th o r's  opinion, if use is made of Rowe's stress dilatancy relationship, it is 
more sensible to use the characteristic state friction angle than the critical state 
angle of friction, since the latter, when m easured using o ther testing apparatuses 
gives quite d ifferent angles of friction from  the one m easured at the characteristic 
state using the triaxial apparatus. Consequently a flow rule needs to be defined 
taking into account these two distinct states, the characteristic state which is 
dependent on the stress level and the initial density and the critical state which is 
independent of the stress level and initial density. Those conclusions apply to a 
large num ber of flow rules that have been suggested for sand which assume that 
those two particular states are the same.
It was also observed in this present experim ental result see fig a . a that the dilatancy 
term  or strain increm ent ratio changes sign and steadily moves toward the critical 
state by strain softening before the peak stress ratio is reached. This observation 
has also been reported  by Vardoulakis (1978) (biaxial apparatus), Goldscheider 
(1975) (true triaxial apparatus) and is contained in H oulsby's data (1981) (see 
fig4. s).
It has to be noted that during shearing of the specim ens, the types of failure
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patterns observed (see table 4 . 1 )  were slip failure i n  some cases and bulging i n 
most cases. As a consequence, the final sections of the stress : strain curve cannot 
be used to derive m aterial constants since the strain m easurem ents are no longer 
objective. However the shear strain : volumetric strain curve is much more useful 
in the sense that the magnitude of the strain increm ents is not correctly  measured 
but the strain increm ent ratio is not so strongly affected by the localisation into a 
shear band see V erm eer and Borst (1984). Hence the stress increm ent ratios or the 
dilatancy angles are m easured with sufficient accuracy despite the non uniform ity of 
deform ation. This also indicates that the characteristic state and the critical state 
should be quite distinct since the stress ratio a t which the critical state conditions 
were reached (that is with the dilatancy rate becoming zero at constant effective 
stresses) was quite different from the stress ratio at which the dilatancy rate was 
instantaneously zero.
4— 3 Stress probes
In the tests described above, relatively large stress changes were involved from 
which certain  ingredients of the plasticity theory may be derived (flow rules,
hardening law ). An alternative is to investigate in detail the response of a
m aterial at a particular point, deduce its increm ental response and com pare it with 
the prediction of plasticity theory.
In these probing tests, identical samples were subjected to identical stress history,
and then subjected to a series of stress probe tests in which the probe was made
in a d ifferent direction for each test.
T he experim ental program  consisted of applying first an isotropic com pression on 
saturated  Lochaline sand samples prepared by air pluviation at the relative density 
of 70% . All the samples were then sheared under constant cell pressure under
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drained conditions until the stress ratio of 0.8 was reached. From  this stress state, 
a probing in different direction for each sample was carried out. Sets of stress 
probes a t a stress ratio of 0.5 were also carried ou t to investigate the effect of 
stress state on the stress strain response.
However, this type of tests really requires a com puter control system in order to 
accurately follow the intended stress path which should be applied at constant stress 
increm ent ratio. Since these tests involve the sim ultaneous variation of the cell 
pressure and the axial pressure, the need for an au tom ated  system is vital. Despite 
this difficulty, a procedure was adopted in order to closely follow the intended 
stress path , which worked reasonably well for small deform ations provided failure 
states were not approached.
T he stress paths for probings starting from  a stress ratio of 0.8 are shown in 
fig 4. io . In the paths 0 —3, 0 —4, the strain response shows ( f i g4 . i i )  that
dilatancy occurs im mmediately after application of the stress increm ent, whereas 
path  O — 2 and O — 5 start with further com pression and expansion occurs after a 
certain  stress ratio state. For paths O — 1 and O — 6 only compressive volumetric 
strains were observed, the shear strains along those paths being almost negligible. 
These observations then imply a dependency of the resulting strain increm ent on 
the applied stress path.
F o r the o ther probings starting from the stress state O ' at stress ratio 0.5 see 
fig 4 . 1 2  and fig 4 . 1 3 , similar patterns of response were observed except that for 
path  O ' —3 see fig4. i 3  the volumetric expansion did not occur immediately after 
application of stress increm ent but was delayed until a certain  stress ratio state was 
reached. This then  shows some effects of initial stress state on the stress strain 
response of this fine Lochaline sand. T he particular stress ratio 0.95 for which 
expansion starts occurring is the characteristic state identified from  path O — 5 
f i g4. io which is a conventional drained com pression test a t constant cell pressure.
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This fine Lochaline sand has stress strain response dependent on the stress path 
applied and the stress state.
A nother useful way of interpreting these experim ental stress probes is to analyse 
them  in term s of generalised stiffness which takes account of the magnitudes of
both the principal strains through the shear strain eq and the volum etric strain Cp.
This will perm it com parison of the resulting generalised stiffness corresponding to 
each direction of stress path  for each stress probe. O ne way of doing this is to 
define the generalised stiffness as the ratio of the total length of stress path to the 
total length of strain path . This generalised stiffness is then expressed as:
generalised stiffness =  i y ( 5 p '2 +  5q 2) /I7 (  5 f p 2 +  5 f q 2) (4.7)
T he resulting plots characterising the stress path and strain path lengths as shown 
in fig 4. i 4 and fig 4. i s  suggest that the highest stiffness is observed in paths 0 —8 
and O 4 respectively. As the stress paths are ro tated  in an anticlockwise m anner 
starting from  paths 0 —8 and O ' —4 respectively, the generalised stiffness decreases 
from  its highest value corresponding to the unloading path 0 —8, O ' —4 respectively 
to the lowest value corresponding to path 0 —3, O ' —3 respectively.
This generalised stiffness approach helps to identify regions of high and low 
stiffness around the initial stress state in the p — q com pression plane. The
experim ental generalised stiffnesses do not seem to suggest m ajor differences of 
stiffness (no t a sharp change of stiffness) in the case of paths O — 5 and O — 8 
(loading unloading along the same stress path) o r O — 4 and O — 7 (loading 
unloading along the sam e stress path ). T he same apply for paths O ' —2 and 
O ' —4 (loading unloading along the same path).
A nother approach was also investigated in this research. The strain energy was
calculated which takes account of all com ponents of stress changes and the 
corresponding strains.
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This strain energy has been defined in terms of changes of stress from the starting 
point of the stress probe. This is an objective way of looking at changes of strain 
energy occurring from this starting point. Working in terms of change of stress 
ra ther than actual stress the energy changes on paths in all directions from the 
starting point can be directly compared.
E = i “ i U ( P i ,+ P i + i ' ) / 2 - P o ' ] - 5ep + [ ( q i , + q i + i ' ) / 2 -  q 0) ] - 5eq )  <4 - 8 ) 
where (pQ,q0) is the initial anisotropic stress state from which the stress probes
start.
The sum m ation (£) symbol means a num erical integration along a test path.
This quantity  E is calculated increm entally since the stress strain relation is non 
linear. Contours of E can be plotted in the p — q plane, to show the 
developm ent of strain energy with the applied stress changes. This quantity E 
com bines all com ponents of stress and strain and may be a very useful indicator of 
stress strain  behaviour.
Burland (1989) suggested that contours of constant strain energy could be used as 
an indicator of the boundary of the region of high stiffness. This strain energy 
quantity is the sum of the volumetric strain energy and the distortional strain 
energy. These two com ponents of strain energy occur independently. These contours 
are shown in fig4. i s and f ig 4 .w . T he distance of the initial stress state from a 
given strain energy contour gives an indication of the stiffness of the soil; the 
greater the distance, the higher is the stiffness. It follows that the spacing of the 
strain energy contours is also a quantitative m easure of the change of stiffness of 
the soil along the applied stress path (Burland and G eorgiannou (1991)).
These contours show in another way the inform ation that was presented in f ig4. i4 
and fig4. i 5 . Unloading (reduction in stress ratio) is a stiff process. T he data are
clearly som ew hat scattered (the contours in fig 4 . 1  e are not very sm ooth) but it is
evident that this starting point is ra ther close to failure so that strains are large,
the stiffness is low and energy is generated rapidly.
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The quantity E makes no attem pt to separate plastic and elastic strains. A contour
of zero plastic strain energy is the same as a yield locus. The evidence for
experim ental values of elastic stiffness is not sufficiently reliable to be able to
deduct elastic from total strain energy values. However, since energy is dissipated 
rapidly on plastic stress probes, the general shape of the contours could be used (if 
the stress probing were repeated at various different starting points ) to indicate 
the kinem atic translation of the yield locus with different stress histories.
C lusters of stress probes have been applied in the past by Lewin and Burland 
(1970) to samples of clay. Their findings are shown in f i g4 . i e .  T he strain
increm ent ratio (ratio  of volumetric to distortional strain increm ent) is partly 
dependent on the stress path. The region of high stiffness around a point is 
associated with stress paths involving unloading. These findings are in agreem ent 
with the present experim ental findings. The experim ental results of Lewin and 
Burland (1970) show ( f ig4. i a  (a) and fig 4 . i a  (b)) that the region delim ited by the 
stress probes corresponding to 0 =  180° and 6 =  270° corresponding to increase
of q with decrease of p ' is the region where the deform ations are largest for a 
given length of stress probe.
Burland and G eorgiannou (1991) show experim ental results on clayey sands
(fig 4 . 1 9 , fig4 . 2  o) for which again stress probes with increasing q and decreasing p ' 
give the softest response when presented in term s of strain energy contours (see 
fig4 . 2  o). T he probings shown in f i g4. i9  were carried out by applying series of
stress paths: paths OABC and O D E are for undrained com pression and extension
tests respectively, paths O F  and OG are for conventional drained com pression and 
extension tests respectively, path OH is a test in which the shear stress is held 
constant while the m ean effective stress was incresed, and path O I is one in which 
the m ean effective stress was held constant while the shear stress was decreased.
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The strain energy contours give an indication of the anisotropic stiffness response 
of the soil to the applied stress path.
4— 4 S h ear box tests
T h ree  series of tests were perform ed each at different norm al vertical stress, 
in order to check both the peak strength and the residual strength.
The tests were conducted on 60x60 mm samples of dry Lochaline sand, prepared 
using the air pluviation technique developed in this study. The density of the 
samples was the same and is expressed in term s of relative density, which is 80%. 
The norm al vertical stresses applied were respectively 80, 145, and 266 kPa.
Each test was carried out three times in order to control the reproducibility and of 
the results under the same conditions.
The results are shown in f i g4.2i ,  fig4.2 2 and fig4.2 3 and when com pared with the 
results obtained in the triaxial apparatus in term s of mobilised angle of friction at 
the peak show a very good agreem ent.
The angle of friction obtained in the shear box apparatus afte r reaching a large 
horizontal displacem ent which was about 30 degrees was considered to be the angle 
of friction corresponding to the estim ated critical state conditions reached in the 
triaxial apparatus which as m entioned before was difficult to achieve due to the 
loss of uniform  deform ation a t this large strain level.
T he m ain observations were that the peak strength is dependent on the stress level 
while the residual strength o r critical state is not. T he end of strain softening for 
this fine Lochaline sand occurs at a horizontal displacem ent of about 4mm.
However, the test conducted under a norm al vertical stress of 266 kPa showed 
some anom alies: the critical stress ratio was slightly higher than in the o ther tests 
in repeated  tests. T he reason for this is not clear.
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The vertical displacem ent vs the horizontal displacem ent shows a compression 
followed by an expansion at all the stress levels (f ig4 . 2 2 ).
With norm al load P, shear load Q and vertical and horizontal displacem ent y and 
x, a stress dilatancy plot for these tests can be presented in term s of the ratios 
Q /P  which is directly related to the angle of mobilised friction and 5y/ <5x which is 
related to the dilatancy angle and is simply the slope of the displacem ent curve 
x:y.
The stress dilatancy equation of Taylor (1948) links the work done by the applied 
loads P and Q on the soil sample during increm ental displacem ents Sy and Sx to 
the applied norm al load through a frictional constant /x.
T aylor's  equation is expressed as:
SW =  /z.P. <5x (4 .10)
where <5W =  P .5y +  Q .Sx (4.11)
rearranging this equation gives:
Q /P  +  Sy/ Sx =  n  (4.12)
This equation has some analogy with some of the d ifferent flow rules that have 
been proposed for in terpretation of triaxial tests on sand. However in terpretation of 
quantities P, Q , Sy, Sx in term s of stresses and strains is not feasible because the 
soil in the shear box apparatus is clearly not deform ing homogeneously (W ood 
(1990)).
Data from  some of T aylor's own tests on O ttawa sand are shown by Wood (1990)
(fig 4 . 2 4 ) to m atch ra ther well with this stress dilatancy equation, with some 
discrepancies in the early  stages of shearing which might result from  considering
t
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total ra ther than plastic deformations.
However, the Lochaline sand results shown in f ig^ . 2 5 seem to show no
correspondence at all with Taylor's flow rule. The drop in friction after the peak
is much more rapid than can be attributed to increase in volume o f  the sand.
This might be attributed to the effect of tilting which was quite significant after
the peak strength was reached.
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C H A PTER  V
A  CO N STITU TIV E M O D EL FO R  SAND 
IN TRIAXIAL COM PRESSION
5— 1 Introduction
T h e  stress strain behaviour of soil is in general stress path dependent, because 
during virgin loading, soil deform ations are largely irrecoverable. T he magnitudes of 
these deform ations depend on the stress level which makes the response of soil to 
any change of stress dependent on the m axim um  stresses previously experienced by 
the soil.
It is also widely accepted that soil deform s plastically im m ediately after the 
application of stress; medium — dense to dense sand dilates when it is sheared; the 
stress : strain curve shows a decrease in stress ratio with further straining after a 
peak strength  has been reached. Elasticity theory alone cannot account properly for 
these features. Attem pts to use non linear elastic models have been tried in the 
past, for exam ple Duncan and Chang (1970); these show that such models can be 
used to predict soil behaviour but only in situations which involve a relatively small 
stress change. T he same could be said about rigid plastic models where a possible 
application could be seen in the case where the stress changes are very large.
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In this chapter the sand will be modelled as an elasto plastic m aterial. It is believed 
that such a model can take account of the main features which are observed in tests 
which can be perform ed in triaxial com pression.
D uring the developm ent of the model, the num ber of internal variables and material 
constants necessary for the description of the m aterial response has been kept as 
small as possible without sacrificing the salient features of the observed soil response. 
Com plex models necessitate a large num ber of param eters, of which some may be 
derived from  laboratory tests and others by curve fitting which renders the model 
em pirical; a large num ber of param eters makes also the physical feel for the 
predicted  response of soil very difficult.
Som e of the fundam ental concepts of modelling th a t have been introduced by the 
C am —clay models through the work of Roscoe e t al (1958,1968) have been retained 
in the present model.
5— 2 E lastic properties
T he starting point of the elastic properties for sand is the H ertzian contact 
theory , which deals with two linear elastic bodies in contact and asssumes that the 
deform ation is m ainly local to the contact points.
A ngular bodies behave slightly differently from  rounded particles. Janbu  (1963) 
suggested that moduli could be expressed as a pow er law of pressure. The bulk 
modulus of sand could be expressed as:
K =  pa .A .(p 7 p a) n (5.1) 
where pa is the atm ospheric pressure 
A is a dim ensionless constant
n is an exponent which depend on the angularity and grading of particles 
and is usually between 1/3 and 1/2 
This approach is generally an accepted way for fitting sand behaviour.
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Sand would also be expected to have its shear modulus a function o f  a po w er  law ot 
pressure, which could be expressed in similar way to the bulk modulus:
G =  pa .B .(p 7 p a)m (5.2)
where m varies in the same way as n 
T aking m =  n would be equivalent to assuming a constant Poisson's ratio.
Assuming that the shear modulus is also a function of the pressure leads to a non 
conservative behaviour as small am ount of dissipation or creation of energy can 
accom pany certain  cycles of stress change.
A nother approach is often  taken by assuming that the volum etric strain on unloading 
under isotropic com pression is purely elastic and hence can be expressed as:
de® -  K.dpV(p'.v) (5.3)
w here k is the slope of the swelling line in the v :lnp ' plane
H ence bulk modulus K =  v .p '/x  (5.4)
It m ight be assumed that Poisson's ratio is constant and has the value of 0.2 
(D uncan  and C hang (1970), Lade (1977)). T herefore the shear modulus can be 
derived by linking it to the bulk modulus through the relation:
G ' =  (3 /2 ) . ( [ l - 2 /x ] / [ l+ /i]).K  (5.5)
and then  the elastic shear strain could be expressed as:
d fe =  dq /(3 .G ') (5.6)
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However all the reported results (Lee and Seed (1967), Vesic and Clough (1968)) 
show that unlike clay, the slope of the com pression curve of sand in the v:lnp' plane 
varies with the confining pressure. It is then more appropriate since there is a non
linear relationship between the specific volume v and lnp'  to use a power law
relationship of specific volume and pressure to accurately express this non linearity. 
Nakai (1989) suggested a power law expressed as:
d e^  =  C e .m .(p '[m~  11/ Pa m)-d p ' (5.7)
where Ce: slope of unloading curve in v :p 'm/p am plane as shown in fig 5 . 1  
m: m aterial constant related to the angularity of the sand 
pa : atm ospheric pressure
The bulk modulus is then:
K =  (pam / p ' [ m -  i])/(C e .m) =  Pa1/(p '[m— ^ .C g .m ) (5.8)
Assuming a constant Poisson's ratio of 0 .2 , the shear modulus G is then expressed 
as:
G =  ( 3 / 2 ) . ( [ l - 2 r i / [ l + d ) .K  (5.9)
T he discussion here has been restricted to the case of isotropic elasticity. Real soil 
may not correspond to this simple idealisation. Many m aterials, however, show more 
lim ited forms of anisotropy. A cross — anisotropic m aterial, also known as a 
transversely isotropic m aterial, possesses an  axis of sym m etry for its mechanical 
properties.
A soil deposited vertically and then subjected to equal horizontal stresses will be
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expected to exhibit a vertical axis of sym m etry and be transversely isotropic. The 
behaviour of transversely isotropic material may be described by five elastic constants. 
For the case of triaxial stress conditions G raham  and Houlsby (1983) suggested a 
form  of anisotropy using only three param eters which can be measured in triaxial 
tests. C onvenient param eters are identified such as an equivalent bulk modulus K", 
equivalent shear modulus G*, and a coupling modulus J which expresses the 
relationships in transversely isotropic soil between m ean stress and shear strain and 
between shear stress and volumetric strain. The resulting stiffness equation is 
expressed as:
■ Sp-' " K* J '  ‘
5cl J 3C* -  6eq -
Inside the yield locus the response is elastic, so stress paths heading inside this yield 
locus on paths identified as unloading paths from  the experim ental studies, were used 
in the present research work to derive these th ree param eters.
The result was that no value could be determ ined for the param eter J ,  since the two 
stress paths used for its determ ination led to two very different values. Thus this
approach  although m ore realistic has not been pursued further and elastic param eters
have been defined using the assumed isotropic response as defined previously in this
section using two param eters C e — 0.60 and m =  0.3 ( these values have been
derived from  the results of isotropic com pression tests shown by Nakai (1989) relative 
to Toyoura sand which has almost similar grading curve and roundness as Lochaline 
sand).
5— 3 Yield with its corresponding plastic po ten tial functions
In the present study, two separate yield m echanisms are assumed for volumetric
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and shear yielding. This concept is not novel in the increm ental theory of plasticity, 
and was probably first em ployed by Prevost and Hoeg (1975). This concept of double 
hardening has been adopted in the past by Lade (1977), Ohm aki (1979), and 
V erm eer (1978) see figs. 2 am ong others.
In the double hardening models proposed by Prevost and Hoeg (1975), Vermeer
(1978), two d ifferent types of yield locus are used to describe the yielding properties 
of soil:
— Shear yielding which is used to describe the developm ent of irrecoverable shear 
strains with accom panying dilatancy (volume change).
— Volum etric yielding which is used to describe the developm ent of irrecoverable 
volum etric strains due to com pression at low stress ratios.
It is assum ed that these two types of yielding take place independently; there is no 
coupling between shear deform ation with accom panying dilatancy and volumetric 
deform ation due to isotropic compression.
Koiter (1953) generalised plasticity theory from a single yield m echanism  to include a 
family o f yield m echanism s.
According to K oiter, if the family of yield m echanisms is associated with sets of yield 
and plastic potential functions expressed, respectively, as
Fk(Oij) and Gk(crij)
where k=  1 , 2 — n denotes the num bers of yield m echanisms, then the plastic strain 
increm ents can be w ritten as:
d e j j  = I  CkHk (dGk/ d ( r i j ) dFk ( 5 .1 0 )  
k = l
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where C k =  0 if F k z 0 or dFk ^ 0
C k =  1 if F k =  0 and dF k ^ 0
and H k =  a non negative scalar function of stress, plastic strain and strain 
history.
This idea of describing the plastic strains as the sum of two independents parts was 
introduced into soil mechanics by Roscoe and Burland (1968). They defined each part 
by m eans of a yield surface, a yield condition and an associated flow rule.
This present model uses then two different sets of yield and potential functions and 
com bines the resulting strain com ponents according to K oiter's generalised theory.
In the following it is assumed that the m aterial is isotropic and the change of size of 
the yield locus for the two mechanisms is linked through an isotropic hardening rule 
which will be defined.
5— 3— 1 S hear yield with its corresponding plastic po ten tial functions
5—3— 1—1 S hear yield function
T he shear yield function has been selected on the basis of the reported work 
m entioned in chapter 2. The shear yield function was chosen to be of the form:
Fq =  V =  Vo (5.11) 
where 17 =  q /p ' (5.12)
t]Q is a param eter indicating the curren t size of the yield locus.
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This type of yield function simply indicates that the family of yield loci could be 
described by a series of constant stress ratio lines. This is in accordance with the 
behaviour of soil under prim ary loading, as soil deform ations are dependent on the 
m axim um  stress level previously experienced. O n unloading and reloading at low 
stress levels, the response is purely elastic. If the previous maximum stress ratio is 
reached upon reloading, and the m agnitude of stress increases to values larger than 
this m axim um  stress ratio, the stress strain response continues as for the primary
loading, almost unaffected by the previous cycle of loading and unloading. It is to be 
noted that at higher stress levels this is not true, and a curved yield locus should be 
used a t higher stress levels.
5— 3— 1—2 Plastic potential function
During the past three decades, m any flow rules have been proposed for sand. 
Some have been based on plastic dissipation of energy like for instance the original
Cam — Clay; others have been derived from  fundam ental considerations of
in ter—particulate mechanics like for instance Rowe's flow rule. Those flow rules have 
been tested by a num ber of investigators but prim arily only under m onotonic loading 
with increasing stresses under axisymmetric stress and plane strain conditions. It has 
been concluded that Rowe's stress dilatancy rule can broadly describe the stress 
dilatancy relationship for sand. Confirm ations of the validity of this particular flow
rule have had a great im pact on the num erical modelling of granular m aterials.
A study of R ow e's stress dilatancy rule leads to the following conclusions:
— T he stress ratio a t which soil changes from  contraction to dilation is independent 
of the stress level and initial density. This particular stress ratio is assumed to be the 
same as the critical state stress ratio.
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— T he maximum strain increm ent rate or dilatancy is linked to the peak stress ratio 
th rough the famous equation:
R =  K . D (5.13)
where K =  constant =  tan g 2 ( 7r/ 4  ■+■ 2) (5.14)
D =  - 2 . 6 6 3 / 6 6 , (5.15)
R =  c r \ l a ' 3 (5.16)
— W hen the rates of change of the effective stresses and volum etric strain become 
zero, the soil reaches a critical state by strain softening from the peak stress ratio.
— R ow e's stress dilatancy is not stress path dependent under m onotonic loading with 
increasing stresses.
T he original Cam — Clay flow rule which is considered to fit the behaviour of sand 
quite well is also adopted as a flow rule for this type of shear yielding. This flow 
rule is based on considerations of the dissipation of energy by plastic work. It has 
the form :
dW p =  Mc .p '.d 6§ (5.17)
where dW p =  q.defj -t-p '.d eg  (5.18)
Rewriting this equation using (5.17) and (5.18) we get
d eg /d e§  =  Mc~  rj (5.19) 
where Mc is the critical state stress ratio and 77 =  q /p '.
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This flow rule is sim ilar to Rowe's stress dilatancy, although the latter predicts a 
curved line at high stress ratios in the rpdcp/de^ plane.
T he original C am — Clay flow rule when integrated to obtain the plastic potential 
function gives a ra ther simple m athem atical expression. We know that the projection 
of the plastic potential onto the p '— q plane is such that the plastic strain increm ent 
direction coincides with the outward norm al of the plastic potential:
dq /dp ' =  -  d eg/d eg (5.20)
H ence after integration the plastic potential is expressed as:
Gq (plastic potential) =  77 ■+■ Mc .L n(p/p0) (5.21)
where pQ indicates the param eter which controls the size of the potential curve.
Having deduced the m ain characteristics of these flow rules, it is possible to relate 
them  to experim ental evidence which has been produced both from conventional 
triaxial stress paths and from non— conventional triaxial stress paths such as constant 
m ean effective stress paths and proportional loading (including isotropic compression 
paths which represen t proportional loading for 77 =  0  ).
A nother aspect of these flow rules that needs to be investigated is the validity of 
these relations a t small stress ratios or at small strains, preferably including 
proportional loading paths.
5—3—1—3 E xperim enta l findings
In this section, it is intended to produce the A uthor's data together with other 
data available in the literature.
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From  the experim ents conducted in this research work, particularly those following 
conventional triaxial stress paths, the following results have been obtained:
— T he characteristic state stress ratio was found to depend on the initial density and 
the stress level. This particular stress ratio appeared to increase with the stress level 
and at higher stress level appears to approxim ate the critical state ratio; this latter 
result could not be verified on an experim ental basis because of the low stress level
used in the present tests but Negussey et al (1987) am ong o thers have produced such 
experim ental evidence. The initial density has the opposite effect: the characteristic
stress ratio decreases with an increase in relative density.
— T he experim ental evidence also suggests that the peak stress ratio cannot be 
associated with the maximum dilatancy; on the contrary  there  seems to be a change 
in the sign of the rate of dilatancy before the peak stress ratio  is reached, and the 
critical state stress ratio is very different from the characteristic state stress ratio.
This experim ental evidence is contained in the au tho r's  data. Houlsby (1981), 
Vardoulakis (1978) (biaxial apparatus), G oldscheider (1984) (this latter used true
triaxial apparatus under strain control) produced excellent quality data which points to 
the existence of this constitutive property of sand which is the inversion of dilatancy 
rate near the peak stress ratio region
— At sm all stress ratios, the strains m easured in this research pro ject are not 
reliable because bedding errors were not prevented at the start of the test and more 
sophisticated transducers are needed to m easure the initial axial and lateral 
deform ations. However, as has been m entioned before, H ettler and Vardoulakis (1984) 
reported very accurate m easurem ents of axial and lateral strains which indicate that
at low stress states, the radial strain increm ent was zero. T he range of stress ratio 
over which this radial strain increm ent was zero was dependent on the initial 
density.
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If it is assumed that this is not the effect of end restraints, then this experimental 
observation could be considered as a constitutive property of granular material. 
Negussey and Vaid (1990) investigated the response of their particular sand to small 
stress ratios in the same m anner and concluded that at small stress ratios the strain 
increm ent ratio was constant and dependent on the density. T he range of stress ratio 
over which this holds is dependent on the density and was found to be between 0  
and 0 .5 . Nova and Wood (1979) also raised this issue of stress dilatancy at small 
stress ratios and suggested another form of flow rule for small stress ratios on the 
basis of conceptual arguments.
— F or proportional loading, El Sohby (1969) and Lade (1977) among others 
produced a series of tests at constant stress ratio (recalculated in term s of 77) with 
values between 0 and 1.6 (El Sohby) and between 0 and 1.13 (Lade). T he results all 
indicate that increase of stress level is associated with decrease of volume for stress 
ratio up to 1.5. At stress ratios higher than 1.5 volum etric expansion occurs and 
R ow e's stress dilatancy might be applied. It may be concluded that for proportional 
loading paths a t constant stress ratios lower than around 1.5 Rowe's stress dilatancy 
rule does not apply but for high stress ratios greater than around 1.5, the stress 
dilatancy rule m ight be applied.
For com pression at constant stress ratio below 1.5 volum etric strain hardening can be 
described by m eans of a power law of m ean effective stress.
Developing from  the evidence presented above, an  attem pt is m ade here to present a 
new flow rule for sand.
5 -  3 -  1 -  4 SH EA R  H A RD EN IN G LAW  AND FLO W  R U LE F O R  SAND
5— 3— 1—4—1 S hear H ardening law
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A hardening law has to be defined in order to predict the m agnitude of strains.
O ne approach is taken by Lade (1977). He suggested that the position of the yield 
surface is a function only of the plastic work. T he constant fp for the yield locus is 
indirectly expressed as a function of plastic work Wp
Wp =  Fp(fp) (5-22)
Fp is a m onotonically increasing or decreasing positive function.
In this equation , it is assumed that there exists a unique relationship between the 
total plastic work Wp and the am ount of hardening or softening expressed by the 
value fp which is given by a relation developed in term s of the first and third 
invariant:
fp =  ([I, 3/ I 3] — 27). ( I / p a ) 01  =  constant (5.23)
W here 11 =  o’1 +  a 2 +  a 3
pa being the  atm ospheric pressure and m a m aterial constant representing the 
curvature of the yield curve.
T he constant fp for the yield envelope is indirectly expressed as a function of the 
plastic work Wp which is calculated using the expression
Wp =  E <Tij . d f ;j> (5.24)
Lade establishes the function Fp empirically, involving powers and exponentials to 
give fp in term s of Wp.
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Prevost and Hoeg (1975) suggested a continuous m athem atical function as a fit for
the shear stress plastic shear strain curve which allows for hardening and 
softening.
They expressed their hardening function as follows:
H (e g ,rg ) =  A .[ B .( eg ) 2 +  e g ] / [1 +  ( eg)  ^ ] (5.25)
with 5H /5eg =  6q / 5 eg (5.26)
5q/5eg =  A. [ 1 +  2.B. eg -  ( e g ) 2 ] / [ 1 +  (e g ) 2 ] 2 (5.27)
The param eter A is related to the plastic volume change. For this it is assumed that
the residual shear resistance, q res, corresponds to the shear resistance at the critical
state conditions.
Qres =  ^ cs-P c  (5.28)
where p^ gives a m easure of the size of the curren t yield surface. The following
relationship has been suggested for p^:
Pc =  Pcl-exP -[0 -€g “  5- (€§ “  fg(peak))] +  Pco ~  Pci (5.29) 
with p^i is an experim ental constant
0  is an experim ental constant 
8 has the value: 0 if eg ^  eg(peak)
and 1 if eg ^  eg(peak) 
p^ 0  is the initial value of p^ before any stress change is apllied.
This type of hardening has been used in the present research work, but using the
stress ratio instead of the shear stress.
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T heir hardening function when formulated in term s of stress ratio can be expressed 
as:
H( eg) =  A. [ B.( e g ) 2 +  e g ]  / [1 +  ( e g ) 2 ] (5.30)
This hardening function is supposed to depend on the plastic shear strain so that
5H /5eg =  5 -17/6 eg (5.31)
so th a t :
« y « e g  =  A. [1 +  2.B .<g -  ( e g ) 2 ] / [ 1 +  (e g ) 2 ] 2 (5.32)
where the param eter A is either related to the initial slope of the stress : strain 
curve o r related to plastic volumetric strains or related to the critical state conditions. 
T hree possible choices can then be given for the param eter A. It might be 
appropria te  to relate the param eter A to the critical state conditions by assuming that
the residual stress ratio corresponds to critical state conditions.
T he peak stress ratio is determ ined by setting eg =  eg (a t peak) in which
eg (peak) =  B -+■ 7(1 +  B 2) (5.33)
The critical state ratio is determ ined by setting
rjcs  =  A.B (5.34)
However it was found that this type of hardening although sim ulating the hardening 
and softening of the m aterial, does not seem to represent the critical state conditions 
and the effect of stress level on the stress strain response. Furtherm ore as can
be seen from  equation (5.32) at low strain levels e.g. for eg « 0, the increm ental
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stiffness increases in that range which is not an observed m aterial response. It is 
believed that if a suitable expression can be found for the param eter A, then this 
hardening function could be quite attractive.
A ra th e r different approach was suggested by Zytynski (private com m unication to 
W roth, 1976). He plotted the stress ratio r\ for a triaxial test against the volumetric
strain ep. Zytynski fitted this curve by the simple expression:
d Cg =  A .t7.[(Mco -  tj)/(N -  T7)]-dr7 (5.35)
where A is a constant determ ining the m agnitude of strain
^ c o  is the characteristic state stress ratio 
N is the m axim um  stress ratio
Use of Eqn (5.35) has been explored in the present research work. However, it is
found th a t using this equation it is not possible to pred ic t any strain softening from 
the peak stress ratio.
It is then  useful to define a new shear hardening law that is able to simulate 
softening.
5— 3— 1—4— 1—1 New S hear H ardening law
T he existing soil models fail to describe the strain softening behaviour of soil. 
B anerjee et al (1992) suggested that the hardening m oduli are controlled by the 
evolution of the peak stress ratio and the curren t stress ratio. They further assumed 
that a variable peak stress ratio  Mp was a function of the strain history, and is given 
by an evolutionary function of the form :
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dM p =  7]).(M^— T7 2) .d fg  (5.36)
where Mc =  critical state stress ratio
This evolutionary function for peak stress ratio, does not appear to allow any 
softening to occur. Indeed, the peak stress ratio is reached when rj reaches M p after 
which Mp rem ains constant and consequently 17 will not drop from  its peak value.
For this reason, ano ther form ulation of this equation seemed appropriate and led to a 
better sim ulation of the softening of the m aterial, accounting for the main features 
observed in the triaxial com pression plane.
This m odified function is expressed as:
dM p =  , .(M co- ^ ) . ( M p- M c)d eg  (5.37)
where M co is the characteristic state stress ratio corresponding to the maximum 
volum etric com pression w here the dilatancy term  is instantaneously zero.
MCo and the intial value of M p =  M p 0 are controlled by a state param eter ^ (this 
param eter is defined in section 5—6).
W hen softening occurs this means dr] becomes negative and beyond this stage dr? 
and dM p are forced to be equal.
T he hardening law for the shear yielding can be expressed as:
Hq =  di7 0/d  eq (5.38)
W here 77 0 is a param eter controlling the size of the yield locus which is assumed to
depend on the shear strain.
Hq =  T7.Mp/(M p-  rj) (5.39)
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5—3— 1—4—2 A New Flow Rule For Sand
From  what has been said in previous sections, it seems logical to try to define 
ano ther flow rule which could describe the experim ental behaviour of sand observed
in experim ents conducted in such a m anner that homogeneous deform ation occurs and
accurate m easurem ents have been made. Use of internal m easurem ent devices with 
high resolution may be desirable as it has been observed that apparatus deformations 
may som etim es be of the same order as sand deform ations.
The hardening rule for shear yielding has already been defined in the previous
section. A function is suggested linking the plastic strain increm ent ratio to the stress 
ra tio :
d e pP /deqP =  d (5.40) 
d =  (Mco -  rj ).(M p -  Mc) (5.41)
This equation is equivalent to writing deg  =  dM p trj  (5.42).
This flow rule clearly differentiates between the critical state and the characteristic 
state and shows dependency of the stress dilatancy relationship on stress level and 
density by including the state param eter ^  which controls the param eters MCo and
M p 0. Stress path dependency is also dem onstrated using the double hardening model 
that is being defined, which incorporates the plastic volum etric strain due to the 
isotropic com pression.
This flow rule has also the capability of predicting the inversion of the rate of
dilatancy near the peak region. As noted this feature has been observed 
experim entally and appears to be a constitutive property  of sand.
Nova and W ood (1979) proposed an expression:
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r).d =  c (5.43) 
where c =  constant
This expression simply means that a t low stress ratios the dilatancy is very high.
However, according to the experim ental evidence reported by H ettler and Vardoulakis
(1984) and Negussey and Vaid (1990) it appears that at low stress ratio the dilatancy 
term  is constant. This implies that a t low stress ratio the stress dilatancy relationship 
does not hold.
A relation between stress increm ent ratio and strain increm ent ratio then seems more 
appropriate. H ettler and Vardoulakis (1984) suggested a relation between stress
increm ent and shear strain increm ent of the form :
«eq =  (2/3).C .c*.(q/p 0 ) [ ° ^ '] . ( { q / p 0) (5.44)
where a  is a num ber greater than 1
C depends on the initial density and the stress path
Po is the initial isotropic pressure
q is the shear stress 
At initial stages of shearing, up to a certain stress ratio level
5er =  0 so that 5ep =  5 ea +  2 .5 e r =  5 ea (5.45)
5eq =  2/3.( 5 ea -  5er) =  2/3. 5 ea (5.46)
5 ep/ <5 €q =  3/2 (5.47)
Having then established the shear hardening function and the flow rule we can get 
the m agnitude of the strain increm ents.
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cUfj =  Hq .(3G q/aq ).d F q (5.48) 
d£g =  Hq.(dG q/d p ') .d F q (5.49)
which in explicit form  can be expressed as:
deg =  P-(Mp/[Mp— tj]).dp (5.50)
dep  =  r j . ( M p / [ M p — r j ] ) . (MC0— p).(M p—Mc).d p  (5.51)
=  dep .(M C0-  i)).(Mp— Mcj =  dMp/i)
The strain increm ents have then been fully defined for the shear yield mechanism.
5— 3— 2 V olum etric yield with its corresponding plastic po ten tial functions
5— 3— 2— 1 V olum etric yield surface
As has already been m entioned, the shear yield which is quite well defined for
sand, fails to predict the volumetric strain that occurs under isotropic compression.
For this reason although not very well defined for sand, a volum etric yield surface is 
chosen on the basis of the previous work carried out by V erm eer (1978), Prevost et 
al (1975) am ong others. Although the modified Cam —Clay ellipse could be chosen as 
yield surface for isotropic compression (W roth and Houlsby (1985)), for reason of 
simplicity and convenience a surface perpendicular to the m ean effective stress axes is 
chosen and is expressed as
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Fp =  P* =  Po (5-52) 
where pQ represents the current size of the yield locus.
T he introduction of a non— associative flow rule might seem to be justified even
under low stress ratios (M iura et al (1984)). However, an associative flow rule will 
give sufficient accuracy, since in most cases strains developed during low stress ratio 
com pression are quite small.
5— 3— 2— 2 Volum etric H ardening law
As has been m entioned in the previous section, a volum etric hardening of the 
C am — Clay type is not appropriate for modelling the isotropic compression of sand
since all the reported  results (Lee and Seed (1967), Vesic and Clough (1968)) show
th at unlike clay, the slope of the com pression curve in the v: lnp* plane varies with 
the confining pressure. However if the range of change of confining pressure is 
relatively small as is the case in this present study, the average slope could be 
worked out and volumetric hardening using the Cam Clay expression becomes 
applicable and gives acceptable accuracy in predicting the volum etric strain.
Nova and W ood (1979) refered to some test results (Frydm an (1972)) shown in figs. 3 
for sand on loading and unloading under isotropic com pression and assumed that the 
volum etric strains are purely elastic upon unloading and then derived the slopes of 
norm al com pression line and unloading reloading line, X and k  respectively in the
v :lnp ' plane. Tatsuoka (1972) also produced sim ilar results on Fuji River sand shown 
in fig s. 4 .
This volum etric hardening function is expressed as:
Hp =  5 e g /6 p '= (X -x ) /(v .p ')  (5.53)
where v is the specific volume
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The strain increm ents are then fully defined for the volumetric yielding and can be 
expressed as follows:
de§  =  0 (5.54)
d e P =  ([X -K ]/[v .p ']) .d p ' (5.55)
Although it has been suggested that the Cam Clay expression can describe 
volum etric hardening when the change of confining pressure is small, it is noted that 
the volum etric strains produced by isotropic com pression are m ore exactly expressed 
by a pow er law of m ean effective stress. This provides a better way of differentiating 
between clay and sand since the latter is known for its relatively low compressibility. 
Nakai (1989) suggested an expression for the volumetric hardening using a power law 
expression of m ean effective stress. This expression is:
Hp=  d e 'C /d p 1 =  m .(Cp -  Ce). (p '["> -  '1/pg*) (5.56)
where m =  m aterial constant dependent on the angularity of particles
Cp=  slope of the norm al com pression line in ep :(p '/p a)m plane
Ce=  slope of the unloading reloading line in ep :(p '/p a)m plane
In this p resent reseach work, this power law of m ean effective stress has been chosen
to describe volum etric hardening.
This volum etric hardening that is associated with isotropic com pression may also be 
applied to the case of proportional loadings since for constant stress ratios below 1.5
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only com pressive volum etric strains have been observed experim entally.
In addition to values of the elastic param eter Ce and m aterial constant m that have 
been derived from isotropic unloading compression curve, Cp, the plastic param eter 
has been given the value of 0.80.
5— 3— 3 T o tal plastic response
T he total plastic response can be obtained by com bining the two yielding 
m echanisms using K oiter's (1953) form ulation assuming that these two yield 
m echanisms are activated independently (although in reality coupling may occur 
between the two mechanisms).
The total plastic strains can be obtained by summing the strain com ponents of each 
yield m echanism  respectively. T he explicit expression of the total plastic strain 
com ponents, the total shear strain  and the total volum etric strain  respectively are:
de§  =  , .( [M p]/[M p-  7j]).dr7 (5.57)
dep  =  m .(C p -  Ce) . ( p '[ ™ - '] /p am ).dp +  d £ § .(M c - n) (5.58)
The families of the resulting yield locus are shown in figs. 5 . Plastic deformations 
take place when yielding of the m aterial occur. Yielding or plastic deform ations occur 
when e ith er the stress ratio increases or the mean effective stress increases or when 
both quantities increase. For each mechanism a corresponding hardening rule has 
been defined , each one is assum ed to follow an isotropic hardening rule which 
involves only a change of size of the yield locus (expansion/contraction).
A non associative flow rule has been adopted for the shear yielding of sand on the 
basis of experim ental evidence which is available in the literature (see Verm eer and
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Borst (1984) for exam ple).
For the case of volumetric hardening which corresponds to isotropic compression, an
associative flow rule has been assumed for simplicity and practicality.
5— 4 C ontro l of P aram eters
It is often a com m on practice in geotechnical engineering to characterise the 
m echanical behaviour of granular m aterials by a single param eter that is the relative 
density and some indication about the particle shape and size of particles. However 
the use of the relative density on its own is not sufficient since it does not 
accom m odate the influence of the stress level.
Experim ental evidence of Lee and Seed (1967) and Vesic and Clough (1968) shows
that a t high stress levels both initially dense and initially loose sand behave similarly 
which is probably due to crushing of the m aterial and hence change of the grading 
curve. Thus correlation between strengths obtained at low stress levels and high stress 
levels is virtually meaningless since the m aterial tested before application of a high 
stress level is different from  the m aterial obtained at the end of the test.
Been and Jefferies (1985,1986) suggested the use of a param eter that they called a 
state param eter \p which com bines the influence of initial void ratio and stress level. 
These authors calculated values of ^ =  ( v ^ p  T) in v: Inp ' plane, where v^j is the 
in tercept on norm al com pression line and T the location of critical state line in the 
com pression plane v: Inp ' at p ' =  1 (see figs. 6 ). T he value of v^j has been 
calculated from  the volume and m ean stress obtaining when the sand is about to be 
sheared in a triaxial test. Thus they include the effect of the volume change that has 
occurred as the sample is originally com pressed but not the effect of volume change 
during a shear test (W ood (1990)). The state param eter was m easured against a 
reference state. This reference state has been defined as the steady state line which
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represents the locus of all the points in v :lnp ' plane at which a soil deforms under 
conditions of constant effective stress and void ratio; this seems to correspond to the 
critical state line which is defined similarly. This reference state will be referred to 
here as the critical state. These authors have managed to determ ine the critical state 
line experim entally  as a straight line in the v :lnp ' plane. An implicit assumption was 
made by Been and Jefferies that critical state line and norm al com pression lines are 
staight and parallel in a semi—logarithmic com pression plane v :lnp '.
Knowledge of this state param eter can give inform ation about the strength and 
dilatancy rate that are expected in triaxial com pression tests.
In the following, a state param eter will be defined which includes the effect of
volume change that has occurred both as the sample is com pressed and as a result 
of dilatancy during a shear test in o ther words allows the variation of v^ throughout 
the test.
The critical state line is very difficult to m easure experim entally, especially for dense 
sand as shear bands occur for post peak shear stress which produce non uniform 
deform ations at large strains. The critical state line is very difficult to locate in the 
v:lnp ' plane. An approxim ate location for a curved critical state line in the 
com pression plane is suggested in this research work.. T he experim ental evidence that 
is available in the literature (see the data of Lee and Seed (1967) for example) 
suggest th a t for sand the isotropic com pression lines have a sm aller slope than the 
critical state line at the same stress level. At very high stress level, when particle
crushing becomes a m ajor feature of the response (m ajor volume changes), the
isotropic com pression and critical state lines may be considered parallel.
The approach  taken here will then be to estim ate the stress ratio at the critical state 
conditions, the critical state stress ratio Mc , together with the m easured characteristic 
state Mco and the initial value of the param eter M p 0. This is determ ined by trial 
and e rro r until the experim ental peak stress ratio is m atched. Both the specific
volume v throughout the test and the specific volume vcs at the critical state
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conditions can then be determ ined. Hence values of ( v— vcs) which is the state
param eter ^  can be calculated at any stage of the test.
The estim ated critical state line will be the locus of all points in the v:lnp ' plane at
which a soil deform s in a condition of constant effective stresses and specific volume.
The specific volume has been calculated from the following expression:
v =  ( 1  +  e 0) .( l  -  ep) (5.59) 
where e 0 is the initial void ratio
ep is the total volumetric strain calculated using (5.56) in the case 
of isotropic com pression or (5.58) in the case of shear.
T he specific volume at the critical state conditions can be expressed as: 
where vcs =  ( 1  +  ecs) .( l  -  ep c s )  (5.60)
ecs is the critical state void ratio
fpcs is the volumetric strain at the the critical state conditions
Using (5.59) and (5.60) it can be seen that the isotropic com pression and critical
state lines are curved and not parallel in the v:lnp 'com pression plane.
The experim ental results as shown in figs. 7(a) show a non linear relationship between
the param eter Mp and state param eter $  when results of triaxial tests on samples
prepared at different initial densities and different stress levels are com pared. In the
same m anner MCo can be related to the state param eter \p as shown in figs. 7(b).
The two plots shown in figs. 7(a) and in figs. 7 ( b )  show that when the results of
triaxial samples prepared a t different initial densities and subjected to different stress 
levels respectively are com pared using the state param eter the variation of M co is 
rather small com pared to the variation of Mp with It may be sensible to relate
the state param eter $  to the param eter M p only since the latter already includes the
param eter MCo
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It is also interesting to relate the state param eter to the stress ratio which gives a
physical feel about the response of soil in terms of strength and dilatancy rate as 
seen in figs. 8 .
In o rder to bring together results of sands of different m ineralogy, grading curves and 
angularity, the state param eter should be norm alised so that the data of these sands 
can be brought together. Hird and Hassona (1986) used the specific volume range 
(vmax — vmin) as quantity by which the initial state param eter could be
norm alised. However, they concluded that this quantity was not suitable for bringing 
together the data of different sands.
An a ttem p t is undertaken here by suggesting a normalising param eter o ther than the
one used by Hird and Hassona (1986). T heir param eter gives an indication of the
range of packings available at low stress levels but does not appear to relate directly
either to the slope of the critical state line at low stress levels or to the slope of
isotropic com pression curves at higher stress levels, where crushing starts to become 
im portant (W ood (1990)).
The norm alising param eter that might take into account these factors could be (vcs 
— vm in) which may produce a composite state variable that brings together data of 
different sands. Dividing the state param eter ^  by this quantity (vcs — vmjn) will
produce the normalising param eter as shown in figs. 9 . Data of o ther sands are not
available to test the usefulness of this param eter.
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5— 5 P erfo rm ance and predictions of the m odel
This m odel, apart from  its simplicity and the fact that it uses only six 
param eters to predict the stress strain behaviour of sand under m onotonic loading and 
stress probes, is believed able to describe the most im portant features for sand.
In the case of m onotonic loading this model is able to predict the m ain features that 
are observed experim entally in the triaxial apparatus which are sum m arised as follows:
— D istinction between the characteristic state and critical state.
— D ecrease of strength with further straining after the peak strength is reached, thus 
allowing for softening to occur. This characteristic is associated with medium to very
dense sand tested at low stress level, loose sand does not show a decrease in strength
after the peak is reached (see f ig s .io ) .
— Effect of stress level on volumetric strain— shear strain (suppression of dilatancy at 
high stress level regardless of the initial density, see fig 5 . i i ).
— E ffect of stress level on the param eter Mp the value of which is linked to the
peak stress ratio (see figs. 1 2 ).
— D ependency of dilatancy on stress level and density as shown in f ig 5 . 1 3 .  This plot 
also shows inversion of dilatancy rate before the peak strength is reached for the 
case of m edium  to dense sand tested at low stress level.
These are  predictions of the behaviour of sand subjected to sim ple paths as for
instance conventional drained triaxial tests conducted at constant confining cell 
pressures and constant m ean effective stress paths.
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Predictions of the response of sand to stress probes using this double hardening 
model gives the following results:
— dependency of dilatancy on the applied stress path.
T he stress probes carried out around a stress state corresponding to a stress ratio of 
0 . 8  are shown in figs. i 4 .
Stress path  O — 1 is a constant shear stress path for which only compressive 
volum etric strains occur, the shear strains associated with this path are  assumed to be 
zero. According to this model, the mechanism  of yielding on this path is purely 
volum etric yielding. Similarly this model predicts only plastic compressive volumetric 
strain for stress path O — 6 .
T he predicted  deform ations on stress path O — 2 are calculated assuming that there 
are two mechanisms of yielding occurring sim ultaneously leading to two types of 
plastic deform ations, the plastic deform ations due to a volum etric yielding and plastic 
deform ations due to shear yielding. T he magnitudes of volum etric strains are 
im portant for the shear yielding due to dilatancy while the volum etric strains due to 
volum etric yielding are less im portant; the plastic shear strains are entirely due to 
shear yielding. For stress path O — 4 which is a constant m ean effective stress path 
only shear yielding is assumed to occur, leading to volum etric strains which are 
relatively im portant due to the effect of dilatancy; the deform ations occurring on 
stress pa th  O — 3 are also due to shear yielding and are similar to  those associated to 
path 0 —4. The results for stress paths 0 —3 and 0 —4 suggest that dilatancy occurs 
im m ediately upon application of stress increm ents on these paths, while there appear 
to be a greater ra te of dilatancy for path 0 —3 than for path 0 —4.
The predicted  results are shown in figs. 1 5  and fig 5 . 1  6 ( elastic assumptions about 
shear and volumetric strains are included in all results shown in this dissertation).
The predictions for the o ther series of stress probes carried out around an initial
stress state representing 0.5 have also been studied. The results for this initial stress 
state are shown in f ig s .w ,  figs. i s  and figs. 1 9 .
The difference in response for these two initial states arises principally because the 
initial stress ratio of 0.8 in figs. 1 4  corresponds to the assumed characteristic state so
that sam ples 0—3 and 0—4 start to dilate im mediately, whereas sample O'—3
com presses.
The stress probe calculations have been shown for paths similar to the experim ental
stress probes. A com plete set of probes at two initial stress ratio 0.8 and 0.5
respectively which shows trends of response m ore systematically is shown in figs. 2 0 , 
figs. 2 1  and figs. 2 4  for an initial stress ratio of 0.8 and figs. 2 2 ,  figs. 2 3 ,  and 
figs. 2 s .  As can be seen in figs. 2 4  and figs. 2 5 the predictions are presented in the 
form of generalised stiffness : strain length path. This model predicts an increase of 
stiffness at both initial stress ratio (0.8 and 0.5) for stress paths OA , O H  and O 'A ', 
O 'H '.  For stress paths involving shear loading, a drop of this generalised stiffness is 
predicted.
This m odel successfully predicts the general characteristics of the behaviour of sand 
subjected to simple paths and stress probes at d ifferent initial states. It can be used 
to predict the response of sand to m ore com plex stress paths in the triaxial 
com pression plane. However, the success of its predictions to com plex stress paths is 
not guaranteed unless experim ental evidence is produced to support it.
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5— 6  L im ita tion  of the model
This model has some limitations as does every model. It assumes that a purely 
elastic region exists. This comes from the isotropic hardening that has been chosen. 
In isotropic strain hardening the yield surface expands to accom m odate the stress 
states th a t are beyond the current yield surface, and as this surface expands the
elastic region increases in size. O n unloading the yield surface is not allowed to 
shrink and  the response of soil to unloading stress changes is purely elastic. Real soil 
on loading, unloading and reloading shows hysteretic response with dissipation of
energy, and plasticity. The model predicts a sharp change of stiffness from high to
low values when soil passes from  elastic to plastic response. Experim ental evidence as 
presented in C hapter 4 (see f ig « . i 4  and f ig ^ .is )  for paths 0 —2 and 0 —8, which
are paths corresponding respectively to loading and unloading at the same constant 
stress increm ent ratio, suggest that the transition of response from  loading to 
unloading is ra ther smooth. Experim ents in which sand is loaded, unloaded then
reloaded indicate that the elastic range is ra ther small, which m eans that after a 
small unloading there occur plastic deform ations which are not recovered on
reloading. F o r the case of stress reversals where there is a sudden change of 
direction of stress path, the model predicts a ra ther sharp transition from  initial high
stiffness (elastic) to low stiffness (plastic) which is not supported by the experim ental
evidence presented here and that published elsewhere. This m odel is unable to 
reproduce these features since both unloading and reloading are assumed to develop a 
purely elastic response, thus recoverable strains are obtained on cycles of 
unloading — reloading. The intention here in this research work has been confined to 
the case of m onotonically increasing stresses and stress probes for which the model 
perform s reasonably well. For stress reversals o r cyclic loading, which this model was 
not intended to predict, another fram ework within the theory of plasticity needs 
to be developed so that mechanisms of dissipation of energy on unloading— reloading
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cycles can be im plem ented and smoothing out of the sudden change in stiffness as 
the yield locus is passed can be incorporated.
O ther approaches to modelling soils are described below w here an attem pt is made to 
link these effects m entioned above specifically to plasticity.
Bounding surface plasticity which has been described by Dafalias and Herrm ann 
(1980) and used by Bardet (1986) offers a possibility of extension of conventional 
elastic— plastic models in order both to sm ooth out the changes in stiffness that are 
associated with passage through an assumed yield point and also to generate a 
hysteretic response on cycles of unloading and reloading (W ood (1991)).
A sim plified way of presenting the concepts of this model will be given here.
In this m odel a bounding surface is defined which is no longer the boundary between 
elastic and plastic response of soil to stress changes. As shown in figs. 2 6 , for every 
stress po int A a yield locus through this stress point may be imagined which for 
simplicity is taken sim ilar to the bounding surface and an im age point B on a 
bounding surface can be determ ined. W hen the stress po int is on the bounding 
surface and  5 = 0  conventional plastic behaviour is given; inside this surface 6 > 0 
and a reduced plastic behaviour is obtained provided pg (the size of the current yield 
locus in the p ': q effective stress plane is characterised by a reference pressure p£) 
is increasing while when p^ is decreasing, for stress changes directed towards the 
interior o f the yield surface, only elastic deform ations are  produced. This models 
hysteretic response and is able to smooth out the transition from  elastic to plastic 
behaviour.
Kinematic hardening models introduce an inner yield surface which bounds a small 
region of truly elastic response. This region translates according to a kinematic 
hardening rule. Models such as the " bubble" model of Al—Tabbaa and Wood 
(1989) which is a two surface kinematic extension of the M odified Cam —Clay model 
combine the features of kinematic hardening, isotropic hardening and bounding surface 
plasticity models.
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A nother alternative has also been produced involving the use of multiple yield loci in 
what are  usually term ed kinematic hardening models which assume that a series of 
nested surfaces translate independently in stress space according to a kinematic rule,
but are  never allowed to intersect. A num ber of yield loci of progressively larger 
sizes, all sim ilar in shape to the Modified Cam — Clay, are nested together in stress 
space. W hen a stress path is applied, it meets successive yield loci and drags them
with it as it traverses them , with the curren t increm ental stiffness inversely 
proportional to the num ber of loci being dragged. The yield loci are each caused to 
translate by the stress path and each one is associated with a simple kinematic 
hardening rule with which the overall plastic strains are determ ined. This concept also 
models the hysteretic effect but requires a large num ber of material constants 
especially when the num ber of yield loci is large as in the model of Prevost and 
G riffiths (1988).
The m odels reviewed above give some indication of how plasticity theory can be 
m odified to accom m odate different aspects of soil behaviour. It m ight be worthwhile
to say th a t although these models use different concepts in order to m atch the
experim ental results they do not provide a fundam ental understanding of the complex 
behaviour of soil which is the main factor by which a m odel should be judged to be 
useful o r not. Usefulness might not necessarily be attributed to a model which closely 
fits the stress strain curve or field tests but to the one which embodies some 
explanation of the m echanisms underlying the observed behaviour. Indeed soil is a 
very com plex m aterial, and any model which achieves a high degree of accuracy is 
likely to be com plex, thus involving functions and param eters which may be of 
unknown significance if conditions in real problem s depart in any way from those for 
which the model was derived. For these reasons a sim pler model is preferred which 
places m ore em phasis on providing understanding of soil behaviour than on high 
precision in fitting the experim ental data.
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CH A PTER  VI
CONCLUSION
6 — 1 Introduction
It is time now  to draw  some conclusions concerning the work carried out in this 
reseach project.
This work involved both experim ental and theoretical studies of the stress strain 
relationships for sand. T he experim ental part involved simple triaxial tests following 
conventional triaxial compression stress paths as well as m ore com plex stress paths 
Involving stress probes. In addition a group of shear box tests was perform ed.
The theoretical p a rt involved the construction of an elasto — plastic model based on the 
:heory of increm ental plasticity and incorporating predictions o f critical states. The 
tonstitutive equations were form ulated for conditions of axisymmetric stresses.
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The m odel uses two set of yield surfaces (see tigs. 5 , C hapter 5) which cor respond to two 
assumed m echanism s of yielding: shear yielding and volumetric yielding. Inside these  two 
vield surfaces the response of soil to any stress increm ent is purely elastic, in o ther  words 
the response to cycles of loading and unloading is assumed to be elastic. The elastic 
response was assum ed to follow a power law of m ean effective stress. Thus the two elastic 
parameters expressed in term  of bulk modulus K and shear modulus G are both power 
law functions of m ean effective stresses; the shear modulus has been obtained by assuming 
a constant Poisson's ratio. This assumed elastic response fits the stress level depe nd en t
behaviour of sand that has been shown in the literature.
For the shear yielding m echanism, experim ental evidence for a curved yield surface in the
p': q plane is available in the literature but for the sake of simplicity a constant stress
ratio line has been selected as a yield locus because the curvature of experim ental yield
loci appears to be small. The experim ental work involved mainly m onotonic changes of
stresses so a curved or straight yield locus would not m uch affect the predicted stress
strain response since such paths only cross the yield locus once. T he choice of this form 
of yield locus can also be supported by the fact that all tests have been conducted at
fairly low stress levels so that the curvature of the yield locus is not particularly
important.
The flow rule th a t has been defined for shear yielding has m any advantages. Firstly it is
based exclusively on experim ental evidence, secondly it distinguishes between the
characteristic state and the critical state, and thirdly it includes the effects of stress level
a°d initial density on the resulting stress dilatancy plots. Many flow rules that have been
established for sand bypass these effects and suggest that the characteristic state and
| Critical state occur at the same stress ratio and do not include the stress level dependency
of the resulting stress dilatancy relationships.
^he hardening rule for this type of yielding has been derived from  conventional drained
[rep ressio n  tests.
I volumetric yielding has been included in order to account for volum etric strains that
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) c c u r  u n d e r  i s o t r o p i c  c o m p r e s s i o n .  A  s u r f a c e  o r t h o g o n a l  to t h e  isotropic stress axis has 
^ e e n  a s s u m e d  a s  a  y i e l d  s u r f a c e .  A n  a s s o c i a t e d  f l o w  r u l e  h a s  a l s o  b e e n  a s s u m e d  since the
i l a s t i c  s t r a i n s  d e v e l o p e d  u n d e r  t h i s  m e c h a n i s m  o f  y i e l d i n g  h a v e  i n  g e n e r a l  b e e n  repor ted
:o b e  s m a l l  (M iura e t  a l ,  1 9 8 4 ) .  T h e  h a r d e n i n g  r u l e  f o r  t h i s  t y p e  o f  y i e l d i n g  is similar to 
: h a t  u s e d  i n  the C am  Clav m o d e l s  b u t  d i f f e r s  i n  d e t a i l  s i n c e  i t  u s e s  a  p o w e r  law of mean
!
effective stress.
F o r  the case of shear yielding, three param eters are required to describe t h e  p l a s t i c
tehaviour. The characteric state stress ratio is an observed value or can b e  l i n k e d  w i t h  
:he state param eter y. The critical state stress ratio can be determ ined b y  o b s e r v i n g  t h e  
:rend o f  stress : strain response at large strain. Finally a  param eter M p 0 ( i n i t i a l  v a l u e  of 
Vlp  ) is found by trial and error m ethod until the observed peak stress r a t i o  i s  
:alculated. In this type of yielding the softening o f  the m aterial is included a n d  i t  i s  a t
’.his stage where the concept of critical state has been introduced in the c o n s t i t u t i v e  
equations.
In the case of volum etric hardening the three param eters are derived f r o m  i s o t r o p i c  
compression tests involving loading and unloading. The param eters have been d e f i n e d  a s  
C e , Cp and m, respectively the slope of swelling line, com pression line and m ;  a  c o n s t a n t  
exponent related to the angularity of sand.
This m odel has been shown to give good general agreem ent with the experim ents.
However, this m odel has some limitations, it assumes that during c y c l e s  o f  u n l o a d i n g  a n d  
^loading the response is purely elastic, implying that there is a n  expected s h a r p  t r a n s i t i o n  
stiffness from  elastic response (high value) to plastic response (low). This i s  c l e a r l y  n o t  
l h e  observed m aterial reponse. In order to remedy this deficiency which a r i s e s  b e c a u s e  o f  
elastic plastic fram ew ork in which the model has been form ulated, o ther a p p r o a c h e s  
are required such as bounding surface plasticity or kinem atic hardening p l a s t i c i t y  w i t h  
nested yield surfaces.
spite of this shortcom ing, if the model is applied for conditions of m onotonic c h a n g e  o f  
stresses it will perform  ra ther well.
1
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2 Extension to general stress states
Axisymmetric stress conditions are rarely encountered in civil engineer ing  pract ice 
except for one dim ensional compression of soil or under the cen t re  of the foundat ion of 
i circular load. Application of the model is straightforward for these simple problems.  For 
nore general situations the constitutive relations must be incorporated into a finite e lement  
arogram and the constitutive equations need to be transform ed from  stress and strain
variables p ' and q into general stresses and strains.
This could be done in term s of principal stresses and strains by using the general  stress
[ and strain invariants as described by Wood (1984).
p '* =  (1 /3 ) .(cr 1 +  a 2 ■+■ da) (6.1)
q* =  (1 /7  2 ) . [ ( < r , -  <t2) 2 +  (cr^ — a 3) 2 -+■ (<r2 -  cr3) 2 ] (6.2)
d e q * =  (72/3). [ (d c 1 -  d c 2) 2 +  (d e 1 -  d e 3) 2 +  ( d e 2 -  d c 3) 2 ] (6.3)
cUp* =  d f 1 +  d e 2 +  d f 3 (6 .4)
for plane strain situations it is generally assumed that there is no deform ation in the
Erection orthogonal to the plane of deform ation so th a t d e 2 =  0.
d e q* =  Tj*.(Mp/(Mp _  / ) ) •  dr,*  (6.5)
dep* =  m .(C p -  Ce). (p '* (m -  ’)/p am). dp '*  +  d fq*.(M c -  v *)  (6.7)
*ith d f 2 =  0 (6.8)
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| where r f  =  qM p'*  (6.9)
The superscript p which indicates plastic strain has been deliberaltely om itted for claritv.
NTo guarantee can be given w hether this simple model will perform  well under  general 
! stress conditions. T his model was derived from the results of elem ent tests under  a limited 
S stress conditions.
I Implicit assum ption has been made in trying to extend this m odel to general stress 
conditions that the rotation of the direction of principal stresses w ithout change in their 
magnitudes results in no additional plastic strains. In reality the influence of anisotropy on 
| :he rotation of the direction of principal stresses can result in additional plastic strains 
'Wroth and Houlsby (1985)).
These effects will influence the constitutive relations of soil, but how m uch deviation from  
the actual behaviour is predicted is not certain.
Another assum ption th a t has been made here when generalising this m odel from  triaxial to
wore general stress states is that a section of the yield surface is circular in the t plane.
This s a simple assum ption to make, however experim ental evidence shows that this 
grossly overestim ates the strength in triaxial extension for m any soils and does not seem to 
hke into account the effect of the interm ediate stress which in the case of plane strain 
Mil not be correctly predicted.
Alternatives to this circular section of yield surface in the octahedral plane are the
Mohr—Coulomb crite rion  (an irregular hexagon) or the shapes suggested by Lade (1972) or 
^atsuoka and Nakai (1974) (see fig e. i ) .  These may lead to a b etter estim ation of the 
strength in triaxial extension and a better estim ation of the value of the interm ediate
Principal stress in plane strain.
,Js>ng any of these deviatoric shapes of yield surfaces implies that q* as used in the 
■acremental stress : strain equations should be redefined from  expression (6 .2) to be
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l e p e n d e n t  o n  L o d e ' s  a n g l e  0 a s  d e f i n e d  i n  f i g  6 . 2 .
T h i s  a n g l e  v a r i e s  b e t w e e n  — 3 0 °  a n d  30° w i t h  t h e s e  l imiting values cor responding
e s p e c t i v e l v  t o  t r i a x i a l  e x t e n s i o n  a n d  t r i a x i a l  c o m p r e s s i o n .  F o r  p l a n e  strains condi tions the
a n g l e  0 w o u l d  b e  b e t w e e n  t h e s e  t w o  l i m i t s .  T h e  a n g l e  0 i s  g i v e n  b y :
-  3 0 0  <  0 -  ( 1 / 3 ) . S i n -  i [  ( 3 . / 3 / 2 ) . ( j ; / J ' (  1 / 2 ) )  ]  < 3 0 °  ( 6 . 1 0 )
w h e r e  j '  =  ( 1 / 3 )  . c r ' j j . =  p » *
J 2 ' =  ( l / 2 ) . S i j . S i j =  ( q *  2) / 3
J 3 =  (l/3 ).S ijS jk .Ski
^ij =  ° ij — ^ij-^ i
Sy is the kronecker delta, it has the value:
1 if i =  j 
and 0 if i * j
the section of the yield surface is assumed to be non circular then the general 
deviatoric stress q* is replaced by q*- f( 6)
This function f( 6)  has different forms depending on the yield criterion  u s e d .  Z i e n k i e w i c z  
and Pande (1977) suggested a form which is a sm oothed version of the M o h r - C o u l o m b  
Criterion and passes through the corners of the M ohr— C oulom b hexagon f o r  t r i a x i a l  
c°mpression and extension.
f(0) =  6/[ 6 +  (q*/p). ( 1 ~  sin3 6 ) ] (6.11)
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6— 3 Suggestions for future work
T hree suggestions can be recom m ended a s  f u t u r e  w o r k :
- 1 — Suggestions have been made concerning factors that will influence t h e  w a y  i n  which 
t h e  constitutive m odel should be extended to general states of stress. The m o d e l  s h o u l d  be 
incorporated in a finite elem ent program and its ability to predict the response o f  t y p i c a l  
geotechnical structures involving the loading of sand should be explored.
- 2 — T he experim ental work has been very limited. Considerably m ore testing i s  r e q u i r e d  
to explore the stiffness variations of Lochaline sand under a g reater range o f  s t r e s s  
histories and stress probe directions in the conventional triaxial apparatus. P e r f o r m a n c e  o f  
•similar tests under conditions of triaxial extension will be im portant. T he developm ent o f  
computer feedback control of the triaxial apparatus would im prove the accuracy with which 
such stress probes could be applied.
~~ 3 — Axially sym m etric stress paths represent a  very limited proportion  o f  t h e  s t r e s s  
changes to  which real soils are subjected. True triaxial apparatus are a v a i l a b l e  i n  w h i c h  
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Fig 2.12 Shear stiffness— e, relationships
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Fig 3.1 Simplified diagram showing principal 
features of the Bishop — Wesley cell 
( after K.H.Head, 1984)
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Fig 3.3 Volum e—change transducer. Im perial College
(a) principle
(b) Layout of connection to  triax iai cell
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Fig 4.19 (a fte r B urland and G eorgiannou, 1990)
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Stress  rat io  an d  d i la ta n cy  in direct  s h e a r  tests  o n  O t t a w a  sa n d  with  
e x p r e s s io n  ^  ' ^ s u p e r i m p o s e d  ( x .  dense : • .  loose):  (a) frict ion  Q, P and  
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Fig 5 .6  C ritical state  line (csl) and isotopic com pression line (iso—ncl) 
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Fig 6.1 Sections of failures surfaces






Fig 6.2 T he x — plane section of M ohr — Coulom b
with <p =  20° and various sm ooth approxim ation  
( a fte r Zienldewicz and  Pande, 1977)
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